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ITC_4C5-P_tel_ENG 
 

Q# VarName 4C5-P 
  INTRODUCTION 

000z

a 
BI201 Ask all. 

Hello, my name is [interviewer name] from Roy Morgan Research.   Could I please speak to [participant name]? 
001a BI208 Ask all. 

Once participant is on the line: 
Hello [participant name], I'm calling from Roy Morgan Research regarding the phone survey on smoking. 

1    Continue; respondent on phone 
2    Respondent refuses interview 
3    Unable to continue 

If response = 1, go to 002a/BI229. 
If response = 2, go to 001b/BI425. 
If response = 3, go to 001c/BI971. 

001b BI425 Ask if 001a/BI208=2. 
This is a survey that is being conducted among smokers throughout the world. It's very important for the accuracy of the 

survey for smokers who agreed to do the survey to actually complete it. That is why we have sent you the [payment]. 
Will you help us now by completing the survey today? 
We can arrange another time for you to complete the survey, if this time is not convenient. 

1    Yes 
2    No 

If another time, make appointment. 
If response = 1, go to 004/BI235. 
If response = 2, go to 007/BI912. 

001c BI971 If 001a/BI208=3. 
Enter reason for being unable to continue. 

1    Household refusal to get respondent 
2    Respondent is unavailable this wave 
3    Respondent has died 
4    New respondent number given 
5    No new respondent number given 
6    Respondent calls to withdraw (supervisor use only) 

Go to 007/BI912. 
002a BI229 Ask if letter was sent and [today's date]>=[Recruit Date] + 3 days. 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in our survey. We mentioned to you last time that we would be sending you [payment 

amount] as thanks for your participation in the survey. Did you receive the letter? 
1    Yes 
2    No 

If response=1, go to 004/BI235. 
If response=2, go to 003/BI212. 

002b BI230 Ask if letter was sent and [today's date]<[Recruit Date] + 3 days. 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in our survey. We mentioned to you last time that we would be sending you 
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Q# VarName 4C5-P 
[payment] as thanks for your participation in the survey. You should be receiving the [payment] shortly. 

Go to 004/BI235. 
003 BI212 

(Prev. 

BI231) 

If 002a/BI229=2, ask. 
I'm very sorry. Our mailing service sent out the letter with [payment] recently.  We fully intended for the cheque to get to 

you by today and we would like you to answer the survey today, but if you feel more comfortable waiting until you receive 

the [payment] before you answer the survey, we could schedule the survey in a few days time. 
Would you answer the survey now or would you like to wait a few days? 

1    Answer the survey now 
2    Wait a few days 

If response=1, go to 004/BI235. 
If response=2, make appointment. 

004 BI235 Ask all. 
As with the last survey, your answers to this survey will be kept absolutely confidential. All personal information, including 

your name and address, will be kept strictly confidential and will not be shared with any person or group that is not 

associated with this survey. 
Would you be willing to spend about 45 minutes to answer the survey? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
3    Start interview again 

If another time, make appointment. 
If response=1, go to 008/BI240 (sex, noted for interviewer convenience only). 
If response=2, go to 005a/BI241. 
If response=3, go to 000za/BI201. 

005a BI241 Ask if 004/BI235=2. 
When would be a more convenient time to complete the survey? 

1    Yes, speak with them now 
2    No (refusal) 
3    Not available right now; make appointment. 

If another time, make appointment. 
If response=1, go to 000za/BI201. 
If response=2, go to 005b/BI439. 
If response=3, make appointment. 

005b BI439 Ask if 005a/BI241=2. 
We understand how you feel. We really appreciate your participation in the first surveys.  The difference between this and 

most other surveys is that this is an international research project and we are talking to the same people a number of times 

to better understand what affects their opinions and smoking behaviour.  This is why your participation is so important to 

us. 
Can we just start with a few questions and see how it goes? 

1    Yes 
2    No 

If hesitates, say “Or would another time be better?” 
If response=1, go to 008/BI240. 
If response=2, go to 007/BI912. 
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Q# VarName 4C5-P 
006 BI900 Sorry to have bothered you.  Thank you for your time. 

Terminate call. 
007 BI912 Thank you for your time and assistance. 

Terminate call. 
008 BI240 *** DATA USER: INSTEAD OF 008/BI240, USE DERIVED 009/GENDER VARIABLE, SHOWN NEXT*** 

Ask all. 
Record sex -- Ask only if unsure. 

1    Female 
2    Male 

009 GENDER Derived 009/GENDER variable, to be derived by analysts for cross-country consistency. 
1    Male 
2    Female 

New variable ‘009/GENDER’ replaces ‘sex’ in the core dataset. 
010 BI100 For the 6 month times, insert into script: 

For interviews taking place during first 10 days of month=“Early” 
For interviews taking place during days 11-20 of month=“Middle” 
For interviews taking place during days 21- end of month=“Late” 
Create string variables that will be referred to often in this program: 
6M Anchor=“[Early/Middle/Late] [CURRENT MONTH – 6]” 
1M Anchor=“[CURRENT MONTH – 1] [CURRENT DAY OF MONTH]” 

011 BI255 Ask all. 
OK, the survey will take about 45 minutes.  Some of the questions ask you about the last 6 months -- that means any time 

from [6M Anchor] until now.  Other questions ask you about the last month -- that means from [1M Anchor] until now. 
Let's begin. If there is any question you do not wish to answer, just let me know and we will skip it and go on to the next. 

012a BI470 If a respondent skips or refuses 012b/QA211 or 013/QA221, say: 
I'm sorry, but this is an essential question that will help us to skip any unnecessary questions later in the survey -- if at all 

possible, we'd ask you to try to answer the question. 
012b QA211 Ask all. 

Can I just check:  are you still smoking, or have you quit smoking altogether? 
1    Quit 
2    Still smoking 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 013/QA221. 
If response=2, go to 014/FR309v. 

013 QA221 Ask if 012b/QA211=1. 
How many days ago did you quit? 

Enter number of days.  Response must be < [current date] - [recruitment date]. 
After response, say: Please note that, since some of the survey questions ask about your smoking, I'd like you to answer for 

when you WERE smoking. 
014 FR309v Derived variable: smoking status in current wave: 

1 – Daily smoker 
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2 – Weekly smoker 
3 – Monthly 
4 – Quit in the last month 
5 – Quit 1-6 months ago 

If smoking status=1, go to 016a/SB020. 
Otherwise, go to 017a/SB025. 

015 Sbint We would like to start with some questions about your smoking. 
016a SB020 Ask if 014/FR309v=1. 

Do not read out time units. 
Respondent can answer with one time unit, or use both hours and minutes to give a more accurate answer. 
How soon after waking do you usually have your first smoke? 

1    Minutes 
2    Hours 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Enter choice of time units, or a non-response code. 
016b SB021a (number of minutes) 

For >90 minutes, use hours field. 
016c SB021b (number of hours) 

Must be less than 24 hours. 
017a SB025 Ask if 014/FR309v=2-5. 

Do not read out time units. 
Respondent can answer with one time unit, or use both hours and minutes to give a more accurate answer. 
014/FR309v=2-3: On days that you smoke, how soon after waking do you usually have your first smoke? 
014/FR309v=4-5: On days that you smoke, how soon after waking do you usually have your first smoke?   Please answer 

for when you WERE smoking. 
1    Minutes 
2    Hours 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Enter choice of time units, or a non-response code. 
If respondent says “don’t know,” accept answer and enter non-response code 9. 

017b SB026a (number of minutes) 
For >90 minutes, use hours field. 

017c SB026b (number of hours) 
Must be less than 24 hours. 

018a SB012v (Derived variable -- composite: total min to first cig, continuous) 
018b SB013v (Derived variable -- composite: total min to first cig, category) 

0    More than 60 min 
1    31-60 min 
2    6 to 30 min 
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3    5 min or less 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

019 SB031 Ask all. 
Read out response options. 

Do you consider yourself addicted to cigarettes?  Would you say . . . 
1    Not at all 
2    Yes -- somewhat addicted 
3    Yes -- very addicted 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

020 SB041 Ask if 014/FR309v=4 or 5. 
Read out response options. 

How hard is it to go without smoking for a whole day? 
1    Not at all hard 
2    Somewhat hard 
3    Very hard 
4    Extremely hard 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

021 SB051 Ask if 014/FR309v=4 or 5. 
Read out response options. 

How often do you get strong urges to smoke? 
1    Never 
2    Less than daily 
3    Daily 
4    Several times a day 
5    Hourly or more often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

022 SB084 Ask all. 
On average, how long do you let your cigarettes burn in between puffs? 

1    15 seconds or less 
2    16-30 seconds 
3    31-60 seconds 
4    More than 60 seconds 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 
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Q# VarName 4C5-P 
Accept "don't know" without pressing for an answer. 

023a SB085 Ask all. 
Do your cigarettes ever go out between puffs? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 023b/SB086. 
Otherwise, go to 024a/SB101. 

023b SB086 Ask if 023a/SB085=1. 
How often? 

1    Rarely 
2    Sometimes 
3    Often 

024a SB101 Ask if QNU/BR502 at Recruitment >= 3 months. 
QNU/BR501v at Recruitment >=3 months and <10 months: 
Since you started  smoking [current brand], have you noticed any changes to the cigarettes you usually smoke, such as in ... 
QNU/BR502 at Recruitment >=10 months: 
During the past 12 months, have you noticed any changes to the cigarettes you usually smoke, such as in … 

How they taste? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 024b/SB103. 
Otherwise, go to 025/SB110. 

024b SB103 Ask if 024a/SB101=1. 
Do they taste better or worse, or just different? 

1    Better 
2    Worse 
3    Just different 

025 SB110 Ask all. 
In some parts of the world, cigarettes are required to be less likely to start fires.  As far as you know, are the cigarettes you 

usually smoke designed to reduce the risk of fires? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Accept "don't know" without pressing for an answer. 
026a QA231a Ask if smoking status=1-3 and QNU/QA101=1. 
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Do not read out time units. 
You mentioned in your previous interview that you have tried to quit smoking before. How long ago did your most recent 

serious quit attempt END? 
(days) 

026b QA231b (months) 
026c QA231c (years ago) 
026d QA231v (Variable derived by DMC:  Time since end of most recent quit attempt, in months) 
027a QA235a Ask if smoking status=1-3 and QNU/QA101=1. 

How long were you quit for, on your most recent quit attempt? 
(hours) 

027b QA235b (days) 
027c QA235c (weeks) 
027d QA235d (months) 
027e QA236v (Derived variable:  Days smokefree on most recent attempt.) 

Note:  For<24 hours, enter 0 days -- i.e. do not round up to 1 day. 
028a QA239 Ask if 026d/QA231v<=6M. 

Thinking about any quit attempts that ended within the last 6 months - since [6M anchor] -- were any longer than 

[027e/QA236v]? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 028b/QA241. 
Otherwise, go to 030a/SB203. 

028b QA241 Ask if 028a/QA239=1. 
Thinking about any quit attempt that ended within the last 6 months, since [early/mid/late] [M6 month], what is the 

longest time you stayed smoke-free? 
1    Days 
2    Weeks 
3    Months 

If response=1, go to 029a/QA241a. 
If response=2, go to 029b/QA241b. 
If response=3, go to 029c/QA241c. 
Otherwise, go to 030a/SB203. 

029a QA241a Ask if 028b/QA241=1. 
Thinking about any quit attempts that ENDED within the last 6 months -- since [6M anchor] -- what is the longest time that 

you stayed smoke-free? 
(days) 

Go to 030a/SB203. 
029b QA241b Ask if 028b/QA241=2. 

(weeks) 
029c QA241c Ask if 028b/QA241=3. 
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(months) 

030a SB203 Ask all. 
Read out response options if necessary. 
The following questions ask you about how often you’ve had certain thoughts in the last month, that is, since [1M Anchor]. 

For each question, please answer using one of the following:    Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Often, Very Often. 
In the last month -- since [1M Anchor] -- how often, if at all, did you . . . 

Smoking status=1-3:   Think about how much you enjoy smoking? 
Smoking status=4-5:   Think about how much you enjoyed smoking? 

1    Never 
2    Rarely 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

030b SB205 Smoking status=1-3:   Think about the harm your smoking might be doing to you? 
Smoking status=4-5:   Think about the harm your smoking might have been doing to you if you were still smoking? 

030c SB207 Smoking status=1-3:   Think about the harm your smoking might be doing to other people? 
Smoking status=4-5:   Think about the harm your smoking might have been doing to other people if you were still 

smoking? 
030d SB209 Think about the bad conduct of tobacco companies? 
030e SB211 Smoking status=1-3:   Think about the money you spend on smoking? 

Smoking status=4-5:   Think about the money you used to spend on smoking? 
031a SB221 Ask if 014/FR309v=1-4. 

In the last month -- since [1M anchor] -- have you [stubbed/ butted] out a cigarette before you finished it because you 

thought about the harm of smoking? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

031b SB226 Ask if 031a/SB221=1. 
Was that once, a few times, or lots of times? 

1    Once 
2    A few times 
3    Lots of times 

031c SB226v (Derived variable: Combination of 031a/SB221 (ever butt out) with 031b/SB226 (freq of butting out).) 
0    Never 
1    Once 
2    A few times 
3    Lots of times 

  KNOWLEDGE OF HEALTH EFFECTS and TOBACCO CONSTITUENTS 
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032a KN221 Ask all. 

I am going to read you a list of health effects and diseases that may or may not be caused by smoking cigarettes.  Based on 

what you know or believe, does smoking cause . . . 
Stroke in smokers? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

032b KN231 Impotence in male smokers? 
032c KN246 Blindness? 
032d KN256 Mouth and throat cancer? 
032e KN253 Peripheral vascular disease? 
032f KN251 Lung cancer in non-smokers from secondhand smoke? 
032g KN255 Asthma in children from secondhand smoke? 
033a KN311 Present 033a/KN311-033f/KN356 in randomized order. 

Ask all. 
As far as you know, are each of the following chemicals included in cigarette smoke? 

Cyanide? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

033b KN326 Nitrosamines? 
033c KN331 Arsenic? 
033d KN341 Carbon monoxide? 
033e KN351 Formaldehyde? 
033f KN356 Ammonia? 
034a KN411 Ask all. 

Are each of the following statements true or false? Is it true or false that… 
The way a smoker PUFFS on a cigarette can affect the amount of tar and nicotine a smoker takes in. 

1    True 
2    False 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

034b KN421 The way a smoker HOLDS a cigarette can affect the amount of tar and nicotine a smoker takes in. 
034c KN431 Filters reduce the harmfulness of cigarettes. 
034d KN441 The nicotine in cigarettes is the chemical that causes most of the cancer. 
035 KN512 Ask if QNU/BR310=1. 

Is it true or false that . . . 
The brand of [cigarettes/ tobacco] I smoke has lower levels of cancer-causing chemicals than other cigarettes. 
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1    True 
2    False 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

036a KN501 Ask if QNU/BR310=1. 
Is it true or false that . . . 

The cigarettes I smoke have vent holes in the filter. 
1    True 
2    False 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 036b/KN502. 
Otherwise, go to 037a/WL201. 

036b KN502 Ask if 036a/KN501=1. 
Are these vent holes scattered about the filter, are they in a ring, or are you not sure? 

1    Scattered about 
2    In a ring 
3    Not sure 

036c KN503 Read out response options. 
How often do you deliberately try to cover these holes when you are smoking the cigarettes? 

1    Never 
2    Rarely 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 

If response=1, go to 036e/KN504. 
If response=2-5, to to 036d/KN505. 
Otherwise, go to 037a/WL201. 

036d KN505 Ask if 036c/KN503=2-5. 
Do you cover these holes with your lips, your fingers, or some other way? 

1    Lips 
2    Fingers 
3    Some other way 

036e KN504 Ask if 036c/KN503=1. 
For interviewer use only.  Do not read out. 
We want to know whether the respondent indicates in some way that he/ she didn't know it was possible to block the 

cigarette holes. This could be shown by a surprised voice or exclamation or by explicitly stating that they didn't know it was 

possible. You will have to use your judgement to make the following decision: 
1    Expressed surprise or ignorance about possibility of blocking holes 
2    Did not express surprise or ignorance about possibility of blocking holes 

  WARNING LABELS 
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037a WL201 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 
In the last month -- that is, since [1M anchor] -- how often, if at all, have you noticed the warning labels on cigarette 

packages? 
1    Never 
2    Rarely 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 038/WL221. 
Otherwise, go to 037b/WL211. 

037b WL211 Ask if 037a/WL201=2-9. 
In the last month, how often, if at all, have you read or looked closely at the warning labels on cigarette packages? 

038 WL221 Ask all. 
Read out response options. 

In the last month, have the warning labels stopped you from having a cigarette when you were about to smoke one?   

Would you say . . . 
1    Never 
2    Once 
3    A few times 
4    Many times 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

039a WL311 Ask if 014/FR309v=1-4. 
Read out response options. 
In the last month, have you made any effort to avoid looking at or thinking about the warning labels . . . 

By covering the warnings up? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

039b WL321 By keeping the pack out of sight? 
039c WL331 By using a cigarette case or some other pack? 
039d WL341 By not buying packs with particular labels? 
040a WL411 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 
To what extent, if at all, do the warning labels make you think about the health risks of smoking? 

1    Not at all 
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2    A little 
3    Somewhat 
4    A lot 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

040b WL421 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 
To what extent, if at all, do the warning labels on cigarette packs make you more likely to quit smoking? 

040c WL431 Ask if 014/FR309v=4-5. 
To what extent, if at all, do the warning labels on cigarette packs make you more likely to stay quit? 

041 WL471 Ask if country=CA, UK, or AU. 
In the last month, how often have you read or looked closely at the information about the contents on the side of the pack? 

1    Never 
2    Rarely 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

042 WL444 Ask if country=CA, UK, or AU. 
Do not read out response options, except "yes" and "no" if necessary. 

In the last year, has the information about chemicals on the side of the pack taught you anything new about your cigarettes 

that you did not already know? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
3    I never look at them (don't read out) 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

043a WL443 Ask all. 
In some places, information is being attached to, or inserted into cigarette packs.  In the last month – i.e. since [1M 

anchor] – have you noticed any information or advertising on the inside, or attached to the outside, of packs? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 043b/WL446. 
Otherwise, go to 044/AD201. 

043b WL446 Ask if 043a/WL443=1. 
As far as you know, was that information provided by the government, the tobacco industry, both, or some other source? 

1    Government 
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2    Tobacco industry 
3    Both 
4    Some other source 

Accept "don't know" without pressing for an answer. 
  ANTI-SMOKING CAMPAIGNS 

044 AD201 Ask all. 
Doesn’t have to be advertising -- anything promoting smoking. 
Read out response options. 

Thinking about everything that happens around you, in the last 6 months -- since [6M anchor] -- how often have you 

noticed things that promote smoking? Would that be . . . 
1    Never 
2    Rarely 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

045a AD206 Ask all. 
Read out each source of information. 
Now I want to ask you about tobacco advertising. In the last 6 months, have you noticed cigarettes or tobacco products being 

advertised in any of the following places? 
On television? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

045b AD211 On radio? 
045c AD216 At the [cinema/ movies], before or after the [film/ movie]? 
045d AD221 On posters or billboards? 
045e AD225 In newspapers or magazines? 
045f AD231 On [shop/ store] windows or inside [shops/ stores] where tobacco is sold? 
046a AD623 Ask all. 

I’d like to ask you some more specific questions about things you may have seen inside or at shops or stores where people 

can buy tobacco products. 
In the last month, have you seen cigarette packages being displayed, including on shelves or on the counter? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

046b AD625 In the last month, have you seen any signs or pictures or other things like clocks with cigarette brands or logos (inside 
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shops or stores)? 

047a AD627 Ask all. 
Read out response options. 

Do you support complete bans on tobacco advertisements inside shops and stores?  Would you say... 
1    Not at all 
2    Somewhat 
3    A lot 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

047b AD629 Do you support complete bans on displays of cigarettes inside shops and stores?  Would you say... 
048a AD301 Ask all. 

Still thinking about the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M anchor] -- have you seen or heard about any . . . 
Sport or sporting event that is sponsored by or connected with BRANDS of cigarettes? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

048b AD311 Sport or sporting event that is sponsored by or connected with tobacco COMPANIES? 
048c AD321 Music, theatre, art, or fashion events, that are sponsored by or connected with BRANDS of cigarettes? 
048d AD331 Thinking again about the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M anchor] -- have you seen or heard about any . . . 

Music, theatre, art, or fashion events, that are sponsored by or connected with tobacco COMPANIES? 
049a AD401 Ask all. 

In the last 6 months - that is, since [6M Anchor] -- have you noticed any of the following types of tobacco promotion? 
In the last 6 months, have you noticed . . . 

Free samples of cigarettes? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 049b/AD406. 
Otherwise, go to 050a/AD411. 

049b AD406 Ask if 049a/AD401=1. 
In the last 6 months, have YOU received free samples of cigarettes? 

050a AD411 Ask all. 
In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M anchor] -- have you noticed . . . 

Special price offers for cigarettes? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 050b/AD416. 
Otherwise, go to 051/AD421. 

050b AD416 Ask if 050a/AD411=1. 
In the last 6 months, have YOU received special price offers for cigarettes? 

051 AD421 Ask all. 
In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M anchor] -- have you noticed . . . 

Free gifts or special discount offers on other products when buying cigarettes? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 052a/AD431. 
Otherwise, go to 054a/AD471. 

052a AD431 Ask if 051/AD421=1. 
Were these free gifts or special discounts . . . 

From a [shop/ store] keeper when buying cigarettes? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

052b AD441 From you or someone else saving coupons or tokens from inside cigarette packs? 
052c AD451 From you or someone else saving parts of cigarette packs (e.g. pack fronts)? 
052d AD461 Free gifts showing cigarette brand logos, given out at events such as concerts, festivals or sports events? 
053a AD436 Ask if 052a/AD431=1. 

In the last 6 months, have YOU personally received . . . 
Free gifts or discount offers from a [shop/ store]- keeper when buying cigarettes? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

053b AD446 Ask if 052b/AD441=1. 
Free gifts/ discount offers from you or someone else saving coupons or tokens from inside cigarette packs? 

053c AD456 Ask if 052c/AD451=1. 
Free gifts/ discount offers from you or someone else saving parts of cigarette packs (e.g. pack fronts)? 

053d AD466 Ask if 052d/AD461=1. 
Free gifts showing cigarette brand logos, given out at events such as concerts, festivals or sports events? 

054a AD471 Ask all. 
In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M anchor] -- have you noticed . . . 

E-mail messages promoting cigarettes or tobacco products? 
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1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

054b AD487 Telephone text messages promoting cigarettes or tobacco products? 
054c AD491 Mail promoting cigarettes or tobacco products? 
055a AD501 Ask all. 

In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M anchor] -- have you noticed . . . 
Clothing or other items with a cigarette brand name or logo? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 055b/AD506. 
Otherwise, go to 056a/AD511. 

055b AD506 Ask if 055a/AD501=1. 
In the last 6 months, have YOU received clothing or other items with a cigarette brand name or logo? 

056a AD511 Ask all. 
In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M anchor] -- have you noticed . . . 

Competitions linked to cigarettes? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 056b/AD516. 
Otherwise, go to 057/AD521. 

056b AD516 Ask if 056a/AD511=1. 
In the last 6 months, have YOU participated in any competitions linked to cigarettes? 

057 AD521 Ask all. 
In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M anchor] -- have you noticed . . . 

Internet sites promoting cigarettes or tobacco products? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

058a AD531 Ask all. 
In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M anchor] -- have you noticed . . . 

Leaflets promoting cigarettes or tobacco products? 
1    Yes 
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2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 058b/AD536. 
Otherwise, go to 059/AD541. 

058b AD536 Ask if 058a/AD531=1. 
In the last 6 months have YOU received any leaflets promoting cigarettes or tobacco products? 

059 AD541 Ask all. 
In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M anchor] -- have you noticed . . . 

Signs or posters or branded items in bars, pubs or clubs, promoting cigarettes or tobacco products? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

060a AD601 Ask all. 
Read out response options. 
Now, I want to ask you about the media more generally.  First, thinking about news stories relating to smoking or tobacco 

companies that might have been on TV, radio, or in the newspapers. 
In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M Anchor] -- about how often, if at all, have you seen or heard a news story about 

smoking? 
1    Never 
2    Rarely 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=2-5, go to 060b/AD606. 
Otherwise, go to 061/AD611. 

060b AD606 Ask if 060a/AD601=2-5. 
On balance, how did the news stories portray smoking?  Were they . . . 

1    All pro-smoking 
2    Mostly pro-smoking 
3    Equally pro- and anti-smoking 
4    Mostly anti-smoking 
5    All anti-smoking 

061 AD611 Ask all. 
Read out response options. 
Now thinking about the entertainment media, like [films/ movies], TV programs, and magazines . . . 

In the last 6 months -- since [6M Anchor] -- about how often, if at all, have you seen people smoking in the entertainment 
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media? 

1    Never 
2    Rarely 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

062 AD701 Ask all. 
Read out response options. 
Now I would like you to think about advertising or information that talks about the dangers of smoking, or encourages 

quitting. 
In the last 6 months -- since [6M anchor] -- how often, if at all, have you noticed such advertising or information? 

1    Never 
2    Rarely 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

063a AD711 Ask all. 
Read out each source of information. 
In the last 6 months, have you noticed advertising or information that talks about the dangers of smoking, or encourages 

quitting, in any of the following places: 
On television? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

063b AD716 On radio? 
063c AD721 At the [cinema/ movies]. 
063d AD726 On posters or billboards? 
063e AD731 In newspapers or magazines? 
063f AD736 On [shop/ store] windows or inside [shops/ stores] where tobacco is sold? 
063g AD741 On cigarette packs? 
063h AD746 In leaflets? 
063i AD751 On the Internet? 
064 AD801 Ask all. 

In the last 6 months, have you noticed any advertising or information from tobacco companies which deals with the topic of 

youth smoking? 
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1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

065 AD811 Ask all. 
In the last 6 months, have you noticed any advertising or information from tobacco companies which deals more generally 

with the dangers of smoking? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

066a SO221 Ask all. 
Do not read checklist.  Select only one.  If respondent not clear, probe to find out what category they fit.  If can't determine, 

do not guess; record under 15=other. 
If respondent doesn't remember ANY DETAILS of last purchase, code "doesn't remember" (76) and skip to 102a/SO321.  If 

respondent doesn't remember place of last purchase, code as DK (99) and continue with next question. 
These next questions are about cigarette prices and where you get your cigarettes. 

Where did you LAST buy [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco] for YOURSELF? 
01     [US, CA]     Convenience stores, gas stations, deli-shops etc;  [AU,  UK] Convenience stores, petrol stations, 

news stand,  kiosk, news agent;  [AU]  Milk bar 
02     [US, CA]     Supermarket, Grocery Store, Drug Store, Warehouse Club, Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Sam’s;     [UK, AU]   

Supermarket, Grocer shop, discount grocery shops, etc (e.g. Tesco, Alldays, Kwik Save, Safeway, Coles, BiLo, 

Franklins, IGA) 
03     [ALL]         Bar, pub, restaurant, casino, game room, or other entertainment establishment 
04     [ALL]         Discount Tobacco Outlet Store  (e.g. Smoke & Save, Tobacco King, Cheap Cigarettes, Smoke Smart 

etc), tobacconist,  specialty tobacco shops 
05     [US, CA]    Liquor store;  [AU]  Liquor store or bottle shop,  [UK]  Off-license 
06     [ALL]         Vending machine 
07     [US]          Military commissary  -- the PX 
08     [US]          Indian reservation,   [CA]  First Nations reserve,  [UK, AU -- none] 
09     [ALL]         Duty free shop 
10     [CA,  UK, AU]     Outside of the country, but not at a duty free shop;  [US]  Out of state or outside of the 

country, but not at a duty free shop 
11     [UK]         Using a free phone number  [CA, US, AU]  Using a toll free number 
12     [ALL]        On the Internet 
13     [ALL]        From someone else (not at a store, shop or other mainstream establishment) selling cigarettes 

independently and/ or illegally, perhaps at local markets, delivery service, door-to-door, or just in the street 
14     [ALL]        From a friend or relative 
15     [ALL]        From somewhere else 
76     Doesn't remember any details of last purchase 
77     Not Applicable 
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88     Refused 
99     Don't Know 

If response=14, go to 067a/SO227. 
If response=15, go to 066b/SO221o. 
If response=76, 77, 88, or 99, go to 102a/SO321. 
Otherwise, go to 068/BR701. 

066b SO221o Ask if 066a/SO221=15. 
Where else did you last buy cigarettes or tobacco for yourself? 

Enter text response. 
067a SO227 Ask if 066a/SO221=14. 

Do not read. 
Where did your friend or relative buy them? 

01     [US, CA]     Convenience stores, gas stations, deli-shops etc;  [AU,  UK] Convenience stores, petrol stations, 

news stand,  kiosk, news agent;  [AU]  Milk bar 
02     [US, CA]     Supermarket, Grocery Store, Drug Store, Warehouse Club, Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Sam’s;     [UK, AU]   

Supermarket, Grocer shop, discount grocery shops, etc (e.g. Tesco, Alldays, Kwik Save, Safeway, Coles, BiLo, 

Franklins, IGA) 
03     [ALL]         Bar, pub, restaurant, casino, game room, or other entertainment establishment 
04     [ALL]         Discount Tobacco Outlet Store  (e.g. Smoke & Save, Tobacco King, Cheap Cigarettes, Smoke Smart 

etc), tobacconist,  specialty tobacco shops 
05     [US, CA]    Liquor store;  [AU]  Liquor store or bottle shop,  [UK]  Off-license 
06     [ALL]         Vending machine 
07     [US]          Military commissary  -- the PX 
08     [US]          Indian reservation,   [CA]  First Nations reserve,  [UK, AU -- none] 
09     [ALL]         Duty free shop 
10     [CA,  UK, AU]     Outside of the country, but not at a duty free shop;  [US]  Out of state or outside of the 

country, but not at a duty free shop 
11     [UK]         Using a free phone number  [CA, US, AU]  Using a toll free number 
12     [ALL]        On the Internet 
13     [ALL]        From someone else (not at a store, shop or other mainstream establishment) selling cigarettes 

independently and/ or illegally, perhaps at local markets, delivery service, door-to-door, or just in the street 
14     [ALL]        From a friend or relative 
15     [ALL]        From somewhere else 
77     Not Applicable 
88     Refused 
99     Don't Know 

If respondent says "store" or "shop" ask: "would that be a convenience store or petrol station, a supermarket, or a discount 

store?   If you're not sure about store category, don't guess. Code other (15) and record the verbatim store name. 
067b SO227o Ask if 067a/SO227=15. 

Where else did your friend/ relative buy them? 
Enter text response. 

068 BR701 Ask if (QNU/BR312/ QNU/BR322/ QNU/BR331/ QNU/BR341 <> 9996). 
Was it [current brand]? 
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1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 075/PU201. 
Otherwise, go to [069a/BR712/  070a/BR722/  071a/BR731/  072a/BR741]. 

069a BR712 Ask if 068/BR701<>1 and country=CA. 
Do not read out brand names.  Code one brand only. 
Probe for details, to code as specifically as possible -- i.e. whether respondent smokes light, extra light, etc., and/ or menthol, 

and which length within their brand. 
QNU/BR310=1:   What specific brand and variety did you buy? 
QNU/BR310<>1:   What specific brand and variety did you last buy? 

777    Not Applicable 
888    Refused 
999    Don't Know 

069b BR712o Ask if 069a/BR712=997 (other). 
Which other brand did you buy? 

Enter text response. 
070a BR722 Ask if 068/BR701<>1 and country=US. 

Do not read out brand names.  Code one brand only. 
Probe for details, to code as specifically as possible -- i.e. whether respondent smokes light, extra light, etc., and/ or menthol, 

and which length within their brand. 
QNU/BR310=1:   What specific brand and variety did you buy? 
QNU/BR310<>1:   What specific brand and variety did you last buy? 

777    Not Applicable 
888    Refused 
999    Don't Know 

070b BR722o Ask if 070a/BR722=997. 
Which other brand did you buy? 

Enter text response. 
071a BR731 Ask if 068/BR701<>1 and country=UK. 

Do not read out brand names.  Code one brand only. 
Probe for details, to code as specifically as possible -- i.e. whether respondent smokes light, extra light, etc., and/ or menthol, 

and which length within their brand. 
QNU/BR310=1:   What specific brand and variety did you buy? 
QNU/BR310<>1:   What specific brand and variety did you last buy? 

777    Not Applicable 
888    Refused 
999    Don't Know 

071b BR731o Ask if 071a/BR731=997. 
Which other brand did you buy? 

Enter text response. 
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072a BR741 Ask if 068/BR701<>1 and country=AU. 

Do not read out brand names.  Code one brand only. 
Probe for details, to code as specifically as possible -- i.e. whether respondent smokes light, extra light, etc., and/ or menthol, 

and which length within their brand. 
QNU/BR310=1:   What specific brand and variety did you buy? 
QNU/BR310<>1:   What specific brand and variety did you last buy? 

777    Not Applicable 
888    Refused 
999    Don't Know 

072b BR741o Ask if 072a/BR741=997. 
Which other brand did you buy? 

Enter text response. 
073a BR742 Ask if 068/BR701<>1 and country=AU. 

How many cigarettes are in a pack of this brand? 
01    Ten 
02    Twenty 
03    Twenty-five 
04    Thirty 
05    Thirty-five 
06    Forty 
07    Fifty 
08    Other (specify) 
77     Not Applicable 
88     Refused 
99     Don't Know 

073b BR742o Ask if 073a/BR742=8: 
What other number of cigarettes per pack? 

Enter number of cigarettes. 
074 BR227 

(Prev. 

FR327) 

Ask if QNU/FR326 at recruitment=3 and 066a/SO221 NE 76. 
This last purchase -- was it factory-made cigarettes or roll-your-own tobacco? 

1    Factory-made/ packet cigarettes 
2    Roll-your-own cigarettes 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 075/PU201. 
If response=2, go to 091/PU511. 
Otherwise, go to 099/PU611. 

075 PU201 Ask if QNU/FR326 at recruitment=1 OR (QNU/FR326 at recruitment=3 AND 074/BR227=1). 
066a/SO221=14:   When you bought or got these cigarettes from your friend or relative, did you get them by the carton, 

the pack or as single cigarettes? 
066a/SO221 NE 14:   Did you buy these cigarettes by the carton, the pack, or as single cigarettes? 

1    Carton 
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2    Pack 
3    Single, loose 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Accept "don't know" response from those who got cigarettes/ tobacco from a friend or relative. 
If response=1, go to 076/PU211. 
If response=2, go to 082/PU311. 
If response=3, go to 087/PU411. 
Otherwise, go to 099/PU611. 

076 PU211 Ask if 075/PU201=1. 
066a/SO221 NE 14:   How many cartons did you buy? 
066a/SO221=14:   How many cartons did you buy or get from your friend or relative? 

Enter number of cartons. 
077a PU222 Ask if 075/PU201=1. 

076/PU211=1:   How many packs of cigarettes were in the carton? 
076/PU211>1:   How many packs of cigarettes were in each carton? 

01    Four 
02    Five 
03    Six 
04    Seven 
05    Eight 
06    Ten 
07    Twenty 
08    Other (specify) 
77     Not Applicable 
88     Refused 
99     Don't Know 

If response=8, go to 077b/PU222o. 
Otherwise, go to 078a/PU227. 

077b PU222o Ask if 077a/PU222=8. 
What other number of packs in a carton? 

Enter number of packs. 
078a PU227 Ask if 075/PU201=1. 

How many cigarettes were in each pack? 
01    Ten 
02    Twenty 
03    Twenty-five 
04    Thirty 
05    Thirty-five 
06    Forty 
07    Fifty 
08    Other (specify) 
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77     Not Applicable 
88     Refused 
99     Don't Know 

If response=8, go to 078b/PU227o. 
If response<>8 and 076/PU211=1, go to 080b/PU231. 
If response<>8 and 076/PU211>1, go to 079/PU229. 

078b PU227o Ask if 078a/PU227=88. 
What other number of cigarettes per pack? 

Enter number of cigarettes. 
If 076/PU211=1, go to 080b/PU231. 
If 076/PU211>1, go to 079/PU229. 

079 PU229 Ask if 076/PU211>1. 
I'd like to find out how much you paid.  Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per carton or how much you paid for 

all the cartons? 
1    Price per carton 
2    Total paid for all cartons 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Whichever is easier for respondent -- price per pack or price for all packs together.  Respondents might not know the cost per 

pack, and we don’t want them to do arithmetic. 
If response=1, go to 080b/PU231. 
If response=2, go to 080a/PU241. 
Otherwise, go to 104a/SO411. 

080a PU241 Ask if 079/PU229=2. 
How much did you pay for all cartons? 

Enter [dollars/ pounds] and [cents/ pence] with decimal point. 
Enter exact price -- do not round number. If they give a range, ask them to specify. If they cannot narrow down the range, 

enter midpoint of the range. 
Go to 081/PU2_chk. 

080b PU231 Ask if 076/PU211=1 or 079/PU229=1. 
Enter exact price -- do not round number. If they give a range, ask them to specify. If they cannot narrow down the range, 

enter midpoint of the range. 
076/PU211=1:   How much did you pay for THAT carton? 
076/PU211>1:   How much did you pay for EACH carton? 

081 PU2_chk Ask if 075/PU201=1. 
Just to confirm: 
You LAST bought cigarettes FOR YOURSELF by the CARTON. 
You bought [076/PU211] carton(s) containing [077a/PU222] packs of cigarettes [per carton]. 
Each pack of cigarettes contained [078a/PU227] cigarettes. 
You paid [080b/PU231 per carton/ 080b/PU231 for the carton/ 080a/PU241 for all the cartons together]. 
Is this correct? 

1    Yes 
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2    No 

If 88/888 or 99/999 appears in any of these fields, this is likely due to 'don't know'/refusal, i.e. information the respondent 

couldn't tell us. Do the best you can to confirm the answers that were given. 
If response=2, clear responses and go back to 075/PU201. 
Otherwise, continue with next question. 

082 PU311 Ask if 075/PU201=2. 
066a/SO221=14, ask:   How many packs did you buy or get from your friend or relative? 
Otherwise ask:   How many packs did you buy? 

Enter number of packs. 
083a PU322 Ask if 075/PU201=2. 

082/PU311=1: How many cigarettes were in the pack? 
082/PU311>1: How many cigarettes were in each pack? 

01    Ten 
02    Twenty 
03    Twenty-five 
04    Thirty 
05    Thirty-five 
06    Forty 
07    Fifty 
08    Other (specify) 
77     Not Applicable 
88     Refused 
99     Don't Know 

083b PU322o Ask if 083a/PU322=8. 
What other number of cigarettes per pack? 

Enter number of cigarettes. 
084 PU329 Ask if 082/PU311>1. 

I'd like to find out how much you paid.  Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per pack or how much you paid for all 

the packs? 
1    Price per pack 
2    Total paid for all packs 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Whichever is easier for respondent -- price per pack or price for all packs together.  Respondents might not know the cost per 

pack, and we don’t want them to do arithmetic. 
If response=1, go to 085b/PU331. 
If response=2, go to 085a/PU341. 
Otherwise, go to 086/PU3_chk. 

085a PU341 Ask if 084/PU329=2. 
How much did you pay? 

Enter [dollars/ pounds] and [cents/ pence] with decimal point. 
Enter exact price -- do not round number. If they give a range, ask them to specify. If they cannot narrow down the range, 
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enter midpoint of the range. 
Go to 086/PU3_chk. 

085b PU331 Ask if 082/PU311=1 or 084/PU329=1. 
082/PU311=1:   How much did you pay for THAT pack? 
082/PU311>1:   How much did you pay for EACH pack? 

086 PU3_chk Ask if 075/PU201=2. 
Just to confirm: 
You LAST bought cigarettes FOR YOURSELF by the PACK. 
You bought [082/PU311] pack(s) containing [083a/PU322] cigarettes [per pack]. 
You paid [085b/PU331 per pack/ 085b/PU331 for the pack/ 085a/PU341 for all the packs together]. 
Is this correct? 

1    Yes 
2    No 

If 88/888 or 99/999 appears in any of these fields, this is likely due to 'don't know'/refusal, i.e. information the respondent 

couldn't tell us. Do the best you can to confirm the answers that were given. 
If response=2, clear responses and go back to 075/PU201. 
Otherwise, continue with next question. 

087 PU411 Ask if 075/PU201=3. 
066a/SO221 NE 14:   How many loose cigarettes did you buy? 
066a/SO221=14:    How many loose cigarettes did you buy or get from your friend or relative? 

Enter number of cigarettes. 
088 PU429 Ask if 087/PU411>1. 

I'd like to find out how much you paid.  Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per cigarette or how much you paid 

for all cigarettes? 
1    Price per cigarette 
2    Total paid for all cigarettes 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Whichever is easier for respondent -- price per cigarette or price for all cigarettes together.  Respondents might not know the 

cost per cigarette, and we don’t want them to do arithmetic. 
If response=1, go to 089b/PU431. 
If response=2, go to 089a/PU441. 
Otherwise, go to 090/PU4_chk. 

089a PU441 Ask if 088/PU429=2. 
How much did you pay? 

Enter [dollars/ pounds] and [cents/ pence] with decimal point. 
Enter exact price -- do not round number. If they give a range, ask them to specify. If they cannot narrow down the range, 

enter midpoint of the range. 
Go to 090/PU4_chk. 

089b PU431 Ask if 087/PU411=1 or 088/PU429=1. 
Enter exact price -- do not round number. If they give a range, ask them to specify. If they cannot narrow down the range, 

enter midpoint of the range. 
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087/PU411=1:   How much did you pay for THAT cigarette? 
087/PU411>1:   How much did you pay for EACH cigarette? 

090 PU4_chk Ask if 075/PU201=3. 
Just to confirm: 
You LAST bought SINGLE cigarettes FOR YOURSELF. 
You bought [087/PU411] cigarette(s). 
You paid [089b/PU431 per cigarette/ 089b/PU431 for the cigarette/ 089a/PU441 for all the cigarettes together]. 
Is this correct? 

1    Yes 
2    No 

If 88/888 or 99/999 appears in any of these fields, this is likely due to 'don't know'/refusal, i.e. information the respondent 

couldn't tell us. Do the best you can to confirm the answers that were given. 
If response=2, clear responses and go back to 075/PU201. 
Otherwise, continue with next question. 

091 PU511 Ask if QNU/FR326 at recruitment=2 OR (QNU/FR326 at recruitment=3 AND 074/BR227=2). 
066a/SO221<>14:   How many pouches or containers did you buy? 
066a/SO221=14:   How many pouches or containers did you buy or get from your friend or relative? 

Enter number of pouches or containers. 
If response=1, go to 093b/PU531. 
If response>1, go to 092/PU529. 

092 PU529 Ask if 091/PU511>1. 
I'd like to find out how much you paid.  Is it easier for you to say how much you paid per pouch or container or how much 

you paid for all the pouches or containers? 
1    Price per pouch 
2    Total paid for all pouches 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Whichever is easier for respondent -- price per carton or price for all cartons together.  Respondents might not know the cost 

per carton, and we don’t want them to do arithmetic. 
If response=1, go to 093b/PU531. 
If response=2, go to 093a/PU541. 
Otherwise, go to 094a/PU545. 

093a PU541 Ask if 092/PU529=2. 
How much did you pay? 

Enter [dollars/ pounds] and [cents/ pence] with decimal point. 
Enter exact price -- do not round number. If they give a range, ask them to specify. If they cannot narrow down the range, 

enter midpoint of the range. 
Go to 094a/PU545. 

093b PU531 Ask if 091/PU511=1 or 092/PU529=1. 
Enter exact price -- do not round number. If they give a range, ask them to specify. If they cannot narrow down the range, 

enter midpoint of the range. 
091/PU511=1:   How much did you pay for THAT pouch or container? 
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091/PU511>1:   How much did you pay for EACH pouch or container? 

094a PU545 Ask if QNU/FR326=2 OR (QNU/FR326=3 AND 074/BR227=2). 
Code whatever size units the respondent spontaneously uses -- verbal or grams etc. 

What sized pouch or container did you buy? 
1    Grams 
2    Ounces 
3    Other (Verbal designation) 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 094b/PU547. 
If response=2, go to 094c/PU548. 
If response=3, go to 094d/PU549. 
Otherwise, go to 096/PU5_chk. 

094b PU547 Ask if 094a/PU545=1. 
Enter number of grams.  Round up any decimal places. 

094c PU548 Ask if 094d/PU549=2. 
Enter number of ounces.  Round up to one decimal place. 

094d PU549 Ask if 094a/PU545=3. 
Code verbal designation, or enter as text response. 

1    Large 
2    Standard 
3    Small 
4    Other; specify 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=4, go to 094e/PU549o. 
Otherwise, go to 095/PU550. 

094e PU549o Ask if 094d/PU549=4. 
Enter other verbal designation of size as text response. 

095 PU550 Ask if QNU/FR326=2 OR (QNU/FR326=3 AND 074/BR227=2). 
About how many days does it take you to smoke the contents of this size of pouch or container? 

Enter number of days. 
096 PU5_chk Ask if QNU/FR326=2 OR (QNU/FR326=3 AND 074/BR227=2). 

Just to confirm: 
The time you LAST bought roll-your-own tobacco, you bought [091/PU511] pouch(es) or container(s). 
You paid [093b/PU531 per pouch or container/ 093b/PU531 for the pouch or container/ 093a/PU541 for all the pouches or 

containers together]. 
Is this correct? 

1    Yes 
2    No 

If 88/888 or 99/999 appears in any of these fields, this is likely due to 'don't know'/refusal, i.e. information the respondent 
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couldn't tell us. Do the best you can to confirm the answers that were given. 
If response=2, clear responses and go back to 075/PU201. 
Otherwise, continue with next question. 

097 PU555v Derived by DMC at UW: 
Calculated variable:  price per unit, regardless of packaging. 
(1)  097/PU555v equals price for 1 unit, if given (in 080b/PU231, 085b/PU331, 089b/PU431, or 093b/PU531) . 
(2)  If respondent gave total price for all units, divide total price by number of units. 
More specifically, 
If 075/PU201=1 and 076/PU211=1, then 097/PU555v=080b/PU231. 
If 075/PU201=1 and 076/PU211>1, then 097/PU555v=080a/PU241/076/PU211. 
If 075/PU201=2 and 082/PU311=1, then 097/PU555v=085b/PU331. 
If 075/PU201=2 and 082/PU311>1, then 097/PU555v=085a/PU341/082/PU311. 
If 075/PU201=3 and 087/PU411=1, then 097/PU555v=089b/PU431. 
If 075/PU201=3 and 087/PU411>1, then 097/PU555v=089a/PU441/087/PU411. 
If QNU/FR326=2 or 3, and 074/BR227=2, and 091/PU511=1, then 097/PU555v=093b/PU531. 
If QNU/FR326=2 or 3, and 074/BR227=2, and 091/PU511>1, then 097/PU555v=093a/PU541/091/PU511. 

098 PU596 Ask if respondent gave a unit price (097/PU555v). 
You just told me your [cigarettes/ tobacco] cost [097/PU555v] per [unit from 076/PU211, or pouch/container].    What's 

your best guess for what a [unit] will cost a year from now? 
Enter [dollars/ pounds] and [cents/ pence] with decimal point. 
Accept "Don't know" without pressing for an answer. 
Enter exact price -- do not round number. If they give a range, ask them to specify. If they cannot narrow down the range, 

enter midpoint of the range. 
099 PU611 Ask if 066a/SO221 NE 76. 

The last time you bought [cigarettes/ tobacco] FOR YOURSELF, did you use any coupons or discounts to get a special price? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

100a PU631 Ask if 075/PU201=1-3 and respondent gave a unit price on 097/PU555v. 
If the price per [unit, from 075/PU201] went up from [097/PU555v] to [097/PU555v X 1.5], would you  . . . 

Smoke fewer cigarettes? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

100b PU633 Switch to a cheaper cigarette brand? 
100c PU635 Look for a cheaper source for your current cigarette brand? 
100d PU637 Buy smaller amount of cigarettes at a time? 
100e PU639 Buy cigarettes in bulk? 
100f PU641 Try to quit smoking? 
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101 SO301 Ask if 066a/SO221 NE 76. 

If QNU/FR326=2 or 3 (smokes RYO with or without factory-made, add "or tobacco" as shown. 
066a/SO221=14: You've just told me where you last got [cigarettes/ tobacco].  Is this where you get MOST of your 

[cigarettes/ tobacco]? 
066a/SO221 NE 14: You've just told me where you last bought [cigarettes/ tobacco].  Is this where you get MOST of your 

[cigarettes/ tobacco]? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 104a/SO411. 
Otherwise, go to 102a/SO321. 

102a SO321 Ask if 101/SO301<>1 or 066a/SO221=76-99. 
Do not read out response options. 

Where do you buy or get MOST of your cigarettes [or tobacco]? 
01     [US, CA]     Convenience stores, gas stations, deli-shops etc;  [AU,  UK] Convenience stores, petrol stations, 

news stand,  kiosk, news agent;  [AU]  Milk bar 
02     [US, CA]     Supermarket, Grocery Store, Drug Store, Warehouse Club, Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Sam’s;     [UK, AU]   

Supermarket, Grocer shop, discount grocery shops, etc (e.g. Tesco, Alldays, Kwik Save, Safeway, Coles, BiLo, 

Franklins, IGA) 
03     [ALL]         Bar, pub, restaurant, casino, game room, or other entertainment establishment 
04     [ALL]         Discount Tobacco Outlet Store  (e.g. Smoke & Save, Tobacco King, Cheap Cigarettes, Smoke Smart 

etc), tobacconist,  specialty tobacco shops 
05     [US, CA]    Liquor store;  [AU]  Liquor store or bottle shop,  [UK]  Off-license 
06     [ALL]         Vending machine 
07     [US]          Military commissary  -- the PX 
08     [US]          Indian reservation,   [CA]  First Nations reserve,  [UK, AU -- none] 
09     [ALL]         Duty free shop 
10     [CA,  UK, AU]     Outside of the country, but not at a duty free shop;  [US]  Out of state or outside of the 

country, but not at a duty free shop 
11     [UK]         Using a free phone number  [CA, US, AU]  Using a toll free number 
12     [ALL]        On the Internet 
13     [ALL]        From someone else (not at a store, shop or other mainstream establishment) selling cigarettes 

independently and/ or illegally, perhaps at local markets, delivery service, door-to-door, or just in the street 
14     [ALL]        From a friend or relative 
15     [ALL]        From somewhere else 
77     Not Applicable 
88     Refused 
99     Don't Know 

If respondent says "store" or "shop" ask: "would that be a convenience store or petrol station, a supermarket, or a discount 

store?   If you're not sure about store category, don't guess. Code other (15) and record the verbatim store name. 
If response=14, go to 103a/SO327. 
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If response=15, go to 102b/SO321o. 
Otherwise, go to 104a/SO411. 

102b SO321o Ask if 102a/SO321=15. 
Where else do you buy most of your [cigarettes/ tobacco]? 

Enter text response. 
103a SO327 Ask if 102a/SO321=14. 

Do not read out response options. 
Where did your friend or relative buy them? 

01     [US, CA]     Convenience stores, gas stations, deli-shops etc;  [AU,  UK] Convenience stores, petrol stations, 

news stand,  kiosk, news agent;  [AU]  Milk bar 
02     [US, CA]     Supermarket, Grocery Store, Drug Store, Warehouse Club, Wal-Mart, K-Mart, Sam’s;     [UK, AU]   

Supermarket, Grocer shop, discount grocery shops, etc (e.g. Tesco, Alldays, Kwik Save, Safeway, Coles, BiLo, 

Franklins, IGA) 
03     [ALL]         Bar, pub, restaurant, casino, game room, or other entertainment establishment 
04     [ALL]         Discount Tobacco Outlet Store  (e.g. Smoke & Save, Tobacco King, Cheap Cigarettes, Smoke Smart 

etc), tobacconist,  specialty tobacco shops 
05     [US, CA]    Liquor store;  [AU]  Liquor store or bottle shop,  [UK]  Off-license 
06     [ALL]         Vending machine 
07     [US]          Military commissary  -- the PX 
08     [US]          Indian reservation,   [CA]  First Nations reserve,  [UK, AU -- none] 
09     [ALL]         Duty free shop 
10     [CA,  UK, AU]     Outside of the country, but not at a duty free shop;  [US]  Out of state or outside of the 

country, but not at a duty free shop 
11     [UK]         Using a free phone number  [CA, US, AU]  Using a toll free number 
12     [ALL]        On the Internet 
13     [ALL]        From someone else (not at a store, shop or other mainstream establishment) selling cigarettes 

independently and/ or illegally, perhaps at local markets, delivery service, door-to-door, or just in the street 
14     [ALL]        From a friend or relative 
15     [ALL]        From somewhere else 
77     Not Applicable 
88     Refused 
99     Don't Know 

If respondent says "store" or "shop" ask: "would that be a convenience store or petrol station, a supermarket, or a discount 

store?   If you're not sure about store category, don't guess. Code other (15) and record the verbatim store name. 
If response=15, go to 103b/SO327o. 
Otherwise, go to 104a/SO411. 

103b SO327o Ask if 103a/SO327=15. 
Where else did your friend/ relative buy them? 

Enter text response. 
104a SO411 Ask all. 

In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M Anchor] -- have you bought [cigarettes/ tobacco] . . . 
from the Internet? 

1    Yes 
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2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 104b/SO416. 
Otherwise, go to 105a/SO421. 

104b SO416 Ask if 104a/SO411=1. 
Read out response options. 

How often in the last 6 months have you bought cigarettes [or tobacco] from the Internet? 
1    Only once 
2    A few times 
3    Many times 
4    All of the time 

105a SO421 Ask all. 
In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M Anchor] -- have you bought [cigarettes/ tobacco] . . . 

By phone? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 105b/SO426. 
Otherwise, go to 106a/SO437. 

105b SO426 Ask if 105a/SO421=1. 
Read out response options. 

How often in the last 6 months have you bought cigarettes [or tobacco] by phone? 
1    Only once 
2    A few times 
3    Many times 
4    All of the time 

106a SO437 Ask if country=CA or US. 
In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M Anchor] -- have you bought [cigarettes/ tobacco] . . . 

from [an Indian reservation (US)/ a First Nations reserve (CA)]? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 106b/SO438. 
Otherwise, go to 107a/SO439. 

106b SO438 Ask if 106a/SO437=1. 
Read out response options. 

How often in the last 6 months have you bought cigarettes [or tobacco] from [an Indian reservation (US)/ a First Nations 
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reserve (CA)]? 

1    Only once 
2    A few times 
3    Many times 
4    All of the time 

107a SO439 Ask if country=US or UK. 
In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M Anchor] -- have you bought [cigarettes/ tobacco] . . . 

From outside the [country (UK)/ state or country (US)]? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 107b/SO440. 
Otherwise, go to 108a/SO441. 

107b SO440 Ask if 107a/SO439=1. 
Read out response options. 

How often in the last 6 months have you bought [cigarettes/ tobacco] from outside the [country (UK)/ state or country 

(US)]? 
1    Only once 
2    A few times 
3    Many times 
4    All of the time 

108a SO441 Ask all. 
In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M Anchor] -- have you bought [cigarettes/ tobacco] . . . 

From people selling them independently (e.g., door-to-door, in the street)? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 108b/SO446. 
Otherwise, go to 109/SO501. 

108b SO446 Ask if 108a/SO441=1. 
Read out response options. 

How often in the last 6 months have you bought cigarettes [or tobacco] from people selling them independently (e.g. door-

to-door, in the street)? 
1    Only once 
2    A few times 
3    Many times 
4    All of the time 

109 SO501 Ask all. 
In the last 6 months, have you made any other special effort to buy cigarettes [or tobacco] that are less expensive than 
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you can get from local stores? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

110 PU621 Ask all. 
In the last 6 months -- since [6M Anchor] -- have you spent money on cigarettes that you knew would be better spent on 

household essentials like food? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

111 LM211 Ask if QNU/BR611 at recruitment NE 1. 
Some cigarettes are described as light, mild or low in tar. Have you ever smoked these types of cigarettes? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

112 LM225 Ask if QNU/BR611 at recruitment NE 1. 
Read out response options. 

Country=US:   Tar numbers appear in advertisements and sometimes on cigarette packs.  As you understand it, how 

closely, if at all, are the tar numbers related to the amount of tar that smokers take into their bodies? 
Country=AU:   Tar numbers used to appear on all cigarette packs and may still appear on a few packs.  As you understand 

it, how closely, if at all, are these tar numbers related to the amount of tar that smokers take into their bodies? 
Country=CA or UK:   Tar numbers appear on cigarette packs.  As you understand it, how closely, if at all, are the tar 

numbers related to the amount of tar that smokers take into their bodies? 
1    Closely related 
2    Somewhat related 
3    Not related 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

113 LM301 Ask if QNU/BR310=1. 
Read out response options. 
The next question is about the amount of tar smokers take into their lungs from smoking cigarettes. 

Compared to smokers of full-flavoured or regular-strength cigarette brands, do smokers of [current brand] take in … 
1    A lot less tar into their lungs than smokers of regular-strength, full-flavoured cigarettes 
2    A little less tar into their lungs 
3    About the same amount of tar 
4    A little more tar into their lungs, or 
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5    A lot more tar into their lungs 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

114a LM311 Ask all. 
Over the years tobacco companies have distinguished what they call “regular strength” or “full-flavoured” cigarettes from 

others variously described as “Light” or “Mild”.  For the following questions, I will refer to all types of light, mild, and low tar 

cigarettes as “Light Cigarettes.” 
Please tell me if you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the 

following statements about light cigarettes. 
Light cigarettes make it easier to quit smoking. 

1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

114b LM321 Light cigarettes are less harmful than regular-strength cigarettes. 
114c LM331 Light cigarettes are smoother on your throat and chest than regular-strength cigarettes. 
114d LM341 Smokers of light cigarettes take in less tar than smokers of regular-strength cigarettes. 
115a LM351 Ask all. 

Which, if any, of the following terms on cigarette packs mean that the cigarettes are supposed to be some form of light, mild, 

or low-tar cigarette? 
Does the term SMOOTH on cigarette packs mean that the cigarettes are supposed to be some form of light, mild, or low-tar 

cigarette? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Prompt if needed, by saying,  If it is called [term], does that mean it is a light cigarette or not? 
115b LM353 Does the term FINE on cigarette packs mean that the cigarettes are supposed to be some form of light, mild, or low-tar 

cigarette? 
115c LM355 Does the term REFINED on cigarette packs mean that the cigarettes are supposed to be some form of light, mild, or low-tar 

cigarette? 
115d LM357 Does the term GENEROUS on cigarette packs mean that the cigarettes are supposed to be some form of light, mild, or low-

tar cigarette? 
115e LM359 Does the term ULTRA on cigarette packs mean that the cigarettes are supposed to be some form of light, mild, or low-tar 

cigarette? 
116 LM222 Ask all. 

If respondent says ‘easy’ or ‘difficult’, prompt with 'Is that VERY [easy/ difficult] or FAIRLY [easy/ difficult]'? 
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Smoking status=1-3:   When you smoke a cigarette, is it easy or difficult to tell if it is a regular-strength variety or a light 

one, just from the experience of smoking it? 
Smoking status=4-5:   Is it easy or difficult to tell if a cigarette is a regular-strength variety or a light one, just from the 

experience of smoking it? 
1    Very difficult 
2    Fairly difficult 
3    Fairly easy 
4    Very easy 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

117 LM102 Ask all. 
Do YOU think that some types of cigarettes COULD be less harmful than other types, or are all cigarettes equally harmful? 

1    Some less harmful 
2    All equally harmful 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 118a/LM103. 
Otherwise, go to 119b/ST201. 

118a LM103 Ask if 117/LM102=1. 
Which of the following, if any, helps to indicate whether a cigarette brand could be less harmful compared to others? 

The taste, such as the harshness of the smoke? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

118b LM104 The tar or nicotine levels for a brand? 
118c LM105 Ask if 117/LM102=1 AND country = (CA, US, or AU). 

Words in the name of the brand, such as "light" or "mild"? 
118d LM106 Ask if 117/LM102=1. 

Country=CA, US, or AU:   Other words in the name, such as "smooth" or "ultra"? 
Country= UK:     Words in the name of the brand, such as "smooth" or "ultra"? 

118e LM107 Does anything else help indicate whether a cigarette brand could be less harmful compared to others? 
118f LM107o Ask if 118e/LM107=1. 

What else helps to indicate that a cigarette brand is less harmful? 
Enter text response. 

119a LM109 Ask if 117/LM102=1. 
Smoking status=1-3:  Do you think that the brand you usually smoke, that is [current brand], might be a little less 

harmful, no different, or a little more harmful, compared to other cigarette brands? 
Smoking status=4-6:  Do you think that the brand you used to smoke, that is [current brand], might be a little less 

harmful, no different, or a little more harmful, compared to other cigarette brands? 
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1    A little less harmful 
2    No different 
3    A little more harmful 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

119b ST201 Ask all. 
Accept 'don’t know' without pressing for an answer. 

Thinking about ALL the DIFFERENT types of tobacco products that are smoked -- that is, factory-made cigarettes, roll-your-

own, pipes, and cigars -- are any of these more harmful or are they all equally harmful? 
1    All kinds are equally harmful 
2    Some kinds are less harmful than others 

If response=2, go to 119c/ST211. 
Otherwise, go to 120/ST301. 

119c ST211 Ask if 119b/ST201=2. 
What kind of tobacco product -- that is, factory-made cigarettes, roll-your-own, pipes, and cigars -- do you think is LEAST 

harmful? 
1    Factory-made cigarettes 
2    Roll-your-own cigarettes 
3    Pipes 
4    Cigars 

119d ST216 Ask if 119b/ST201=2. 
Do not display product mentioned in 119c/ST211 as least harmful. 

What kind of tobacco product -- that is, factory-made cigarettes, roll-your-own, pipes, and cigars -- do you think is MOST 

harmful? 
  OTHER SMOKED TOBACCO PRODUCTS 

120 ST301 Ask all. 
In the past month, have you used any other tobacco product THAT IS SMOKED besides cigarettes? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 121a/ST311. 
Otherwise, go to 128/ST501. 

121a ST311 Ask if 120/ST301=1. 
Do not read out products.  Code all that are mentioned. 
What did you use? 

Cigars. 
1    Mentioned 
2    Not mentioned 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 

1.  “Use” in the question includes just trying – i.e. include any products that the respondent has used one or more times. 
2.  If the respondent answers “chewing tobacco” or “snuff” say: “We will be asking you about smokeless products shortly. For 

the moment, do you use any other tobacco products that are SMOKED?” 
121b ST313 Cigarillos. 
121c ST315 Bidis. 
121d ST317 Pipe. 
121e ST331 Other (specify). 
121f ST331o Ask if 121e/ST331=1. 

What other product did you use? 
Enter text response. 

121g ST302v Derived variable: # smoked tobacco products used in last month (counter). 
122a ST351 Ask if 121a/ST311=1. 

Do you currently smoke cigars? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 122b/ST352. 
Otherwise, go to 123a/ST353. 

122b ST352 Ask if 122a/ST351=1. 
Read out response options. 

How often do you currently smoke cigars?  Would that be . . . 
1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than monthly 
5    Or have you stopped altogether? 

123a ST353 Ask if 121b/ST313=1. 
Do you currently smoke cigarillos? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 123b/ST354. 
Otherwise, go to 124a/ST355. 

123b ST354 Ask if 123a/ST353=1. 
Read out response options. 

How often do you currently smoke cigarillos?  Would that be . . . 
1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
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3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than monthly 
5    Or have you stopped altogether? 

124a ST355 Ask if 121c/ST315=1. 
Do you currently smoke bidis? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 124b/ST356. 
Otherwise, go to 125a/ST357. 

124b ST356 Ask if 124a/ST355=1. 
Read out response options. 

How often do you currently smoke bidis?  Would that be . . . 
1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than monthly 
5    Or have you stopped altogether? 

125a ST357 Ask if 121d/ST317=1. 
Do you currently smoke a pipe? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 125b/ST358. 
Otherwise, go to 126a/ST387. 

125b ST358 Ask if 125a/ST357=1. 
Read out response options. 

How often do you currently smoke a pipe?  Would that be . . . 
1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than monthly 
5    Or have you stopped altogether? 

126a ST387 Ask if 121e/ST331=1. 
Do you currently use [other non-cig product from 121f/ST331o]? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 126b/ST388. 
Otherwise, go to 127a/ST491. 

126b ST388 Ask if 126a/ST387=1. 
How often do you currently use [other non-cig product from 121f/ST331o]?  Would that be . . . 

1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than monthly 
5    Or have you stopped altogether? 

127a ST491 Ask if 120/ST301=1. 
Did you use [this product/ any of these products] as an alternative to quitting? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

127b ST493 Did you use [this product/ any of these products] as a way of cutting down on your cigarette smoking? 
127c ST495 Ask if [120/ST301=1] AND [(smoking status=4-5) OR (smoking status=1-3 and 026d/QA231v<6months)]. 

Did you use [this product/ any of these products] to help you quit? 
128 ST501 Ask all. 

Accept 'don’t know' without pressing for an answer. 
Tobacco companies are developing new types of cigarettes or cigarette-like products that are supposed to be less harmful 

than ordinary cigarettes.  Have you heard of such products, outside of these surveys? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 129/ST506. 
Otherwise, go to 137/SL201. 

129 ST506 Ask if 128/ST501=1. 
Can you name any of these new products? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 130a/ST511. 
Otherwise, go to 131/ST551. 

130a ST511 Ask if 129/ST506=1. 
Do not read product names.   Code (only) the first 2 products mentioned. 
What are the names? 
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Accord. 

1    Mentioned 
2    Not mentioned 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

130b ST513 Eclipse. 
130c ST515 Omni. 
130d ST519 Advance. 
130e ST523 Quest. 
130f ST531 Other less harmful cigarette. 
130g ST531o Ask if 130f/ST531=1. 

What other less-harmful cigarette? 
Enter text response. 

131 ST551 Ask if 128/ST501=1. 
Have you EVER tried any of these NEW cigarette-like products? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 132a/ST561. 
Otherwise, go to 136a/ST701. 

132a ST561 Ask if 131/ST551=1. 
Do not read out products.  Code all that are mentioned. 
Which products have you EVER tried? 

Accord. 
1    Mentioned 
2    Not mentioned 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

132b ST563 Eclipse. 
132c ST565 Omni. 
132d ST569 Advance. 
132e ST573 Quest. 
132f ST581 Other less harmful cigarette. 
132g ST581o Ask if 132f/ST581=1. 

Which other less harmful cigarette have you ever tried? 
Enter text response. 

132h ST552v Derived variable: # less harmful cigs ever tried (counter). 
133 ST651 Ask if 131/ST551=1. 

Are you still using any of these products? 
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1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 134a/ST661. 
Otherwise, go to 135a/ST691. 

134a ST661 Ask if 133/ST651=1 AND 132a/ST561=1: 
Read out response options. 
How often do you currently use [product]?  Would that be . . . 

Accord. 
1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than monthly 
5    Or have you stopped altogether? 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

134b ST663 Ask if 133/ST651=1 and 132b/ST563=1. 
Eclipse. 

134c ST665 Ask if 133/ST651=1 and 132c/ST565=1. 
Omni. 

134d ST669 Ask if 133/ST651=1 and 132d/ST569=1. 
Advance. 

134e ST673 Ask if 133/ST651=1 and 132e/ST573=1. 
Quest. 

134f ST681 Ask if 133/ST651=1 and 132f/ST581=1. 
Other alternative product from 130g/ST531o and 132g/ST581o. 

135a ST691 Ask if 131/ST551=1. 
In the last 12 months, did you use [this product/ any of these products] as an alternative to quitting? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

135b ST693 In the last 12 months, did you use [this product/ any of these products] as a way of cutting down on your cigarette 

smoking? 
135c ST695 Ask if 131/ST551=1 AND [(smoking status=4-5) OR (smoking status=1-3 and 026d/QA231v<6months)]. 

Did you use [this product/ any of these products] to help you quit? 
136a ST701 Ask if 128/ST501=1. 

Compared with ordinary cigarettes, are ANY of these new products less harmful? 
1    Yes 
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2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 136b/ST711. 
If response=2, go to 136c/ST716. 
Otherwise, go to 137/SL201. 

136b ST711 Ask if 136a/ST701=1. 
Are they a little or a lot less harmful than ordinary cigarettes? 

1    A little less 
2    A lot less 

136c ST716 Ask if 136a/ST701=2. 
Are they more harmful or the same as ordinary cigarettes? 

1    More harmful 
2    The same 

  SMOKELESS TOBACCO PRODUCTS 
137 SL201 Ask all. 

Are you aware of any smokeless tobacco products, such as snuff or chewing tobacco, which are not burned or smoked but 

instead are usually put in the mouth? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

(1) Includes nasal snuff. 
(2) Does not include nicotine replacement therapy (NRT), such as patch or gum. 
(3) Accept “don’t know” without pressing for an answer. 
If response=1, go to 138/SL211. 
Otherwise, go to 148/SM101. 

138 SL211 Ask if 137/SL201=1. 
Have you used any smokeless tobacco products in the last 12 months? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

“Use” in the question includes just trying – i.e. include any products that the respondent has used one or more times.   

Accept "don't know" without pressing for an answer. 
If response=1, go to 139a/SL221. 
Otherwise, go to 144/SL301. 

139a SL221 Ask if 138/SL211=1. 
Read out product names. Select all that apply. 
Have you used . . . 
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Chewing tobacco. 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

“Use” in the question includes just trying – i.e. include any products that the respondent has used one or more times. 
139b SL223 Read out product names.  Check all that apply.  'Snus' is pronounced to rhyme with 'goose.' 

Moist snuff or "Snus" put in the mouth. 
139c SL225 Read out product names. Select all that apply. 

Nasal snuff. 
139d SL617 Ariva. 
139e SL621 Exalt. 
139f SL227 Any other smokeless tobacco products? 

If none of (139a/SL221-139g/SL227o)=1, go to 144/SL301. 
139g SL227o Ask if 139f/SL227=1. 

Which other product have you used? 
Enter text response. 

140a SL241 Ask if 139a/SL221=1. 
Read out response options. 
How often do you currently use [product]?  Would that be . . . 

Chewing tobacco. 
1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, but at least once a month 
4    Less than monthly 
5    Or have you stopped altogether? 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

140b SL243 Ask if 139b/SL223=1. 
Moist snuff or snus. 

140c SL245 Ask if 139c/SL225=1. 
Nasal snuff. 

140d SL667 Ask if 139d/SL617=1. 
Ariva. 

140e SL671 Ask if 139e/SL621=1. 
Exalt. 

140f SL247 Ask if 139f/SL227=1. 
Other smokeless tobacco product mentioned in 139g/SL227o. 

141 SL291 Ask if 138/SL211=1. 
In the last 12 months, did you use [this product/ any of these products] as an alternative to quitting? 

1    Yes 
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2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

142 SL293 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 138/SL211=1. 
In the last 12 months, did you use [this product/ any of these products] as a way of cutting down on your cigarette 

smoking? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

143 SL295 Ask if smoking status=4-5 OR (smoking status=1-3 and 026d/QA231v<6months). 
In the last 12 months, did you use [this product/ any of these products] to help you quit? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

144 SL301 Ask if 137/SL201=1. 
As far as you know, are ANY smokeless tobacco products less harmful than ordinary cigarettes? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 145/SL311. 
If response=2, go to 146/SL316. 
Otherwise, go to 147/SL205. 

145 SL311 Ask if 144/SL301=1. 
Are they a little or a lot less harmful than ordinary cigarettes? 

1    A little less 
2    A lot less 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Go to 147/SL205. 
146 SL316 Ask if 144/SL301=2. 

Are they more harmful or the same as ordinary cigarettes? 
1    More harmful 
2    The same 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 

147 SL205 Ask if [144/SL301=2 OR 145/SL311=1] OR [145/SL311=2-9 AND none of (139a/SL221, 139b/SL223, 

139c/SL225, 139d/SL617, 139e/SL621, 139f/SL227)=1]. 
144/SL301 NE 1 OR 145/SL311 NE 2:   Suppose some smokeless tobacco products are proven to be A LOT LESS 

harmful than cigarettes.  Would you be interested in trying them as an alternative to cigarettes? 
145/SL311=2 AND none of (139a/SL221, 139b/SL223, 139c/SL225, 139d/SL617, 139e/SL621, 

139f/SL227)=1:   Are you interested in trying them as an alternative to cigarettes? 
1    Yes 
2    Maybe; don't know 
3    No 
4    Contests proposition (i.e. doesn't believe they exist) 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If respondent asks, does this question refer to products that are safe or harmless, answer NO, just products that are a lot less 

harmful than cigarettes. 
148 SM101 Ask all. 

Have you heard about medications to help people stop smoking, such as Nicotine Replacement Therapies like nicotine gum 

or the patch, or pills such as Zyban? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 149/SM106. 
Otherwise, go to 176/CH801. 

149 SM106 Ask if 148/SM101=1. 
Have you ever used any stop-smoking medication? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 150/SM111. 
Otherwise, go to 172a/SM361. 

150 SM111 Ask if 149/SM106=1. 
In the last year -- since [12M anchor] -- have you used any stop-smoking medications, such as nicotine replacement 

therapies like nicotine gum or the patch, or other medications that require a prescription, such as Zyban? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
3    Can't remember 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
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9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 151a/SM161. 
Otherwise, go to 172a/SM361. 

151a SM161 Ask if 150/SM111=1. 
Read out reasons.  Select all that apply. 
Which of the following were reasons you used stop-smoking medications? 

To stop smoking completely. 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

151b SM162 To reduce the amount you smoke. 
151c SM163 To cope with times when you could not or were not allowed to smoke? 
151d SM164 Or some other reason? 
151e SM164o Ask if 151d/SM164=1. 

What other reason? 
152a SM201 Ask if 151a/SM161=1. 

This includes both NRTs and prescription medications. 
We are interested in their MOST RECENT attempt to STOP SMOKING -- in the medications used at that time. 
We can’t use BRAND of nicotine product (e.g., Nicorette).  We want the TYPE of NRT (e.g., gum, patch). 
Prescriptions are shown with both brand and generic names. 
If respondent mentions "other", probe to classify as either “other NRT” (8) or “other prescription” (13).  Use “other unknown” 

(14) only as last resort. 
Do not read out products, unless necessary.  Select all that apply. 
The last time you used medications TO QUIT SMOKING, which product or combination of  products did you use?  This includes 

both NRTs and prescription medications. 
NRT: Nicotine gum. 

1    Mentioned 
2    Not mentioned 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

This product or combination of products constitutes the respondent's referent for the follow-up questions. 
152b SM202 NRT: Nicotine patch. 
152c SM203 NRT: Nicotine lozenges. 
152d SM204 NRT: Nicotine (sublingual) tablets. 
152e SM205 NRT: Nicotine inhaler. 
152f SM206 NRT: Nicotine nasal spray. 
152g SM207 NRT: Nicotine water. 
152h SM210 NRT: Other nicotine replacement product (specify). 
152i SM211 Prescription:  Zyban (or Bupropion, or Wellbutrin). 
152j SM212 Prescription:  Champix (UK, EU, AU)/ Chantix (CA, US)/ Varenicline 
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152k SM213 Prescription:  Accomplia (or Rimonabant). 
152l SM214 Prescription:  Nortriptyline. 
152

m 
SM215 Prescription:  Other prescription medication (specify) 

152n SM220 Other:  Unknown or generic medicine (specify) 
152o SM210o Ask if 152h/SM210=1. 

Which other NRT have you used? 
152p SM215o Ask if 152m/SM215=1. 

Which other prescription medication have you used? 
152q SM220o Ask if 152n/SM220=1. 

Which other stop-smoking medication have you used? 
153a SM231 Ask if 150/SM111=1 and 151a/SM161 NE 1. 

This includes both NRTs and prescription medications. 
Emphasize that we are interested in their most recent use of stop-smoking medications. 
We can’t use BRAND of nicotine product (e.g., Nicorette).  We want the TYPE of NRT (e.g., gum, patch). 
Prescriptions are shown with both brand and generic names. 
If respondent mentions a product not listed, probe to classify as either “other NRT” (8) or “other prescription” (13).  Use 

“other unknown” (14) only as last resort. 
DO NOT READ OUT PRODUCTS, UNLESS NECESSARY. SELECT ALL THAT APPLY. 
The last time you used stop-smoking medications, which product or combination of products did you use?  This includes both 

NRTs and prescription medications. 
NRT: Nicotine gum. 

1    Mentioned 
2    Not mentioned 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

This product or combination of products constitutes the respondent's referent for the follow-up questions. 
153b SM232 NRT: Nicotine patch. 
153c SM233 NRT: Nicotine lozenges. 
153d SM234 NRT: Nicotine (sublingual) tablets. 
153e SM235 NRT: Nicotine inhaler. 
153f SM236 NRT: Nicotine nasal spray. 
153g SM237 NRT: Nicotine water. 
153h SM240 NRT: Other nicotine replacement product (specify). 
153i SM241 Prescription:  Zyban (or Bupropion, or Wellbutrin). 
153j SM242 Prescription:  Champix (UK, EU, AU)/ Chantix (CA, US)/ Varenicline 
153k SM243 Prescription:  Accomplia (or Rimonabant). 
153l SM244 Prescription:  Nortriptyline. 
153

m 
SM245 Prescription:  Other prescription medication (specify) 

153n SM250 Other:  Unknown or generic medicine (specify) 
154 SMRxInt Ask if any of 152i/SM211-152n/SM220 / 153i/SM241-153m/SM245 = 1. 
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Thinking [first] about the PRESCRIPTION medication[s] that you used [for this quit attempt/ most recently]... 
(1) “First” is needed if referent includes both NRT and prescriptions.  “For this quit attempt/ most recently” 

depends on whether last medication use was to stop smoking. 
(2) Insert below the names of prescription products used by respondent in 152i/SM211-152q/SM220o / 

153i/SM241-QNU/SM245o. 
155a SM260 Ask if any of 152i/SM211-152n/SM220 / 153i/SM241-153m/SM245 = 1. 

Read out list.  Select all that apply. 
How did you get [referent prescription medication(s)]? 

By prescription. 
1    Mentioned 
2    Not mentioned 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

155b SM261 Over-the-counter / off the shelf. 
155c SM262 From a friend. 
155d SM263 Free, from a doctor. 
156a SM265 Ask if 155a/SM260=1, 155b/SM261=1 or 155c/SM262=1. 

Read out list.  Select all that apply. 
When you bought or got [referent prescription medication(s)], did you pay full price, get a discount, or did you get it free? 

Paid full price. 
1    Mentioned 
2    Not mentioned 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

156b SM266 Got it at a discount. 
156c SM267 Got it free. 
157 SM269 Ask if any of 152i/SM211-152n/SM220 / 153i/SM241-153m/SM245 = 1. 

Are you still using [referent prescription medication(s)]? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

158a SM270a Ask if any of 152i/SM211-152n/SM220 / 153i/SM241-153m/SM245 = 1. 
For medications used together, time includes from start of first medication used through end of last medication. 
157/SM269=1:  In total, how long have you been using [referent prescription medication(s)]? 
157/SM269<>1:  In total, how long did you use [referent prescription medication(s)]? 

(days) 
158b SM270b (weeks) 

Enter number. 
158c SM270c (months) 
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159a SM272 Ask if 157/SM269=2: 

Do not read out options. Select all that apply. 
Why did you discontinue using the medication(s)? 

Quit / It worked 
1    Mentioned 
2    Not mentioned 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

159b SM273 Didn't work / Went back to smoking 
159c SM274 Side-effects / Made me feel sick 
159d SM275 Ran out. 
159e SM276 Too expensive / Insurance coverage ran out 
159f SM277 Stressful situation 
159g SM278 Social situation. 
159h SM299 Or some other reason? 

If response=1, go to 159i/SM299o. 
Otherwise, go to 160/SM309. 

159i SM299o Ask if 159h/SM299=1. 
What other reason? 

160 SM309 Ask if any of 152i/SM211-152n/SM220 / 153i/SM241-153m/SM245 = 1. 
Did you smoke regularly while using [any of] [the referent prescription medication(s)], apart from any lead-in period 

recommended by your doctor? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

161 SMNRTInt Ask if any of 152a/SM201-152h/SM210 / 153a/SM231-153h/SM240 = 1. 
Thinking [next] about the nicotine replacement medication[s] that you used [for this quit attempt/ most recently] ... 
1) “Next” is needed if referent includes both NRT and prescriptions.  “For this quit attempt/ most recently” 

depends on whether last use was to stop smoking. 
(2) Insert below the names of NRT products used by respondent in 152a/SM201-152o/SM210o / 153a/SM231-

QNU/SM240o. 
162a SM310 Ask if 151a/SM161=1 AND any of 152a/SM201-152h/SM210 / 153a/SM231-153h/SM240 = 1. 

Read out list.  Select all that apply. 
How did you get [referent NRT medication(s)]? 

By prescription. 
1    Mentioned 
2    Not mentioned 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 
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162b SM311 Over-the-counter / off the shelf. 
162c SM312 From a friend. 
162d SM313 Free, from a doctor. 
163a SM315 Ask if any of (162a/SM310, 162b/SM311 or 162c/SM312)=1. 

Read out list.  Select all that apply. 
When you bought or got [referent NRT medication(s)], did you pay full price, get a discount, or did you get it free? 

Paid full price. 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

163b SM316 Got it at a discount. 
163c SM317 Got it free. 
164 SM329 Ask if any of 152a/SM201-152h/SM210 / 153a/SM231-153h/SM240 = 1. 

Are you still using [referent NRT medication(s)]? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

165a SM330a Ask if any of 152a/SM201-152h/SM210 / 153a/SM231-153h/SM240 = 1. 
For medications used together, time includes from start of first medication used through end of last medication. 
164/SM329=1:  In total, how long have you been using [referent NRT medication(s)]? 
164/SM329<>1:  In total, how long did you use [referent NRT medication(s)]? 

(days) 
165b SM330b (weeks) 
165c SM330c (months) 
166a SM332 Ask if 164/SM329=2: 

Do not read out options. Select all that apply. 
Why did you discontinue using the nicotine replacement medication(s)? 

Quit / It worked 
1    Mentioned 
2    Not mentioned 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

166b SM333 Didn't work / Went back to smoking 
166c SM334 Side-effects / Made me feel sick 
166d SM335 Ran out. 
166e SM336 Too expensive / Insurance coverage ran out 
166f SM337 Stressful situation 
166g SM338 Social situation. 
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166h SM339 Or some other reason? 

If response=1, go to 166i/SM339o. 
Otherwise, go to 167/SM345. 

166i SM339o Ask if 166h/SM339=1. 
What other reason? 

167 SM345 Ask if any of 152a/SM201-152h/SM210 / 153a/SM231-153h/SM240 = 1. 
Did you smoke regularly while using [referent NRT medication(s)]? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

168 SM350 Ask if 164/SM329=1 and 165a/SM330a-f>=30 days: 
Read out response options. 

Do you consider yourself addicted to nicotine replacement therapy? 
1    Yes, strongly addicted 
2    Yes, somewhat addicted 
3    No 
4    Not sure 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

169 SM353 Ask if 151c/SM163=1 AND any of (152a/SM201-152h/SM210/ 153a/SM231-153h/SM240)=1. 
Read out response options. 

Smoking status=1-3:   How often do you use nicotine replacement medication(s) to cope with situations where you can't 

smoke?  Would that be: 
Smoking status=4-5:   How often did you use nicotine replacement medication(s) to cope with situations where you 

couldn't smoke?  Would that be: 
1    Daily 
2    Less than daily, but at least once a week 
3    Less than weekly, at least once a month 
4    Less than monthly 
5    I no longer use it in this way 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

170 SM120 Ask if 150/SM111=1. 
Since [12M Anchor], have you used any other stop-smoking medications? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 
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If response=1, go to 171a/SM121. 
Otherwise, go to 172a/SM361. 

171a SM121 Ask if 170/SM120=1. 
This includes both NRTs and prescription medications. 
We can’t use BRAND of nicotine product (e.g., Nicorette).  We want the TYPE of NRT (e.g., gum, patch). 
Prescriptions are shown with both brand and generic names. 
If respondent mentions a product not listed, probe to classify as either “other NRT” (8) or “other prescription” (13).  Use 

“other unknown” (14) only as last resort. 
Do not read out products, unless necessary.  Select ALL that apply. 
Which other medication or medications have you used? 

NRT: Nicotine gum. 
1    Mentioned 
2    Not mentioned 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

171b SM122 Which other medications did you use? 
NRT: Nicotine patch. 

171c SM123 NRT: Nicotine lozenges. 
171d SM124 NRT: Nicotine (sublingual) tablets. 
171e SM125 NRT: Nicotine inhaler. 
171f SM126 NRT: Nicotine nasal spray. 
171g SM127 NRT: Nicotine water. 
171h SM130 NRT: Other nicotine replacement product (specify). 
171i SM130o Which other NRT have you used? 

Enter text response. 
171j SM131 Which other medications did you use? 

Prescription:  Zyban (or Bupropion, or Wellbutrin). 
1    Mentioned 
2    Not mentioned 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

171k SM132 Prescription:  Champix (UK, EU, AU)/ Chantix (CA, US)/ Varenicline 
171l SM133 Prescription:  Accomplia (or Rimonabant). 
171

m 
SM134 Prescription:  Nortriptyline. 

171n SM135 Prescription:  Other prescription medication (specify) 
171o SM135o Which other prescription medication have you used? 

Enter text response. 
171p SM140 Since [LSD], which other medications did you use? 

Other:  Unknown or generic medicine (specify) 
1    Mentioned 
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2    Not mentioned 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

171q SM140o Which other stop-smoking medication have you used? 
Enter text response. 

172a SM361 Ask if 148/SM101=1. 
Now I'm going to read out a list of statements about stop-smoking medications.  In these statements we are referring to 

BOTH nicotine replacement medications and prescription medications.  Please tell me if you strongly agree, agree, neither 

agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the following statements. 
014/FR309v=1-3: If you decided you wanted to quit, stop-smoking medications would make it easier. 
014/FR309v=4-5: Stop smoking medications make it easier to quit. 

1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

172b SM362 Ask if 148/SM101=1 AND [(smoking status=1-3) OR (smoking status=4-5 and 150/SM111=1)]. 
014/FR309v=1-3: If you decided you wanted to quit, you would be able to quit without stop-smoking medications. 
014/FR309v =4-5 and 150/SM111=1: You would have been able to quit without stop smoking medications. 

172c SM363 Ask if 148/SM101=1. 
Stop-smoking medications are too expensive. 

172d SM364 You don't know enough about how to use stop-smoking medications properly. 
172e SM365 Stop-smoking medications are too hard to get. 
172f SM366 Stop-smoking medications might harm your health. 
173 SM370 Ask if 148/SM101=1. 

If referent includes NRTs: 
Now, thinking about NICOTINE REPLACEMENT MEDICATIONS as a group, not just the ones you have tried...  As far as you 

know, are nicotine replacement medications less harmful  than smoking cigarettes? 
If referent does not include any NRTs, or if did not use any meds [in 12M/ since LSD]: 
Now, thinking about nicotine replacement medications...  As far as you know, are nicotine replacement medications less 

harmful  than smoking cigarettes? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 174/SM373. 
If response=2, go to 175/SM375. 
Otherwise, go to 176/CH801. 
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174 SM373 Ask if 173/SM370=1. 

Are they a little or a lot less harmful than ordinary cigarettes? 
1    A little less harmful 
2    A lot less harmful 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Go to 176/CH801. 
175 SM375 Ask if 173/SM370=2. 

Are they more harmful or the same as ordinary cigarettes? 
1    More harmful 
2    The same 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

  CESSATION HELP 
176 CH801 Ask all. 

In the last 12 months – since [12M anchor] – have you visited a doctor or other health professional? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 177a/CH811. 
Otherwise, go to 182a/CH861. 

177a CH811 Ask if 176/CH801=1. 
During ANY visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 12 months, did you receive . . . 

Advice to quit smoking? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 177b/CH812. 
Otherwise, go to 178a/CH813. 

177b CH812 Ask if 177a/CH811=1. 
Did this make you think about quitting smoking? 

178a CH813 Ask if 176/CH801=1. 
During ANY visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 12 months, did you receive . . . 

Additional help or a referral to another service to help you quit? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
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8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 178b/CH814. 
Otherwise, go to 179/CH815. 

178b CH814 Ask if 178a/CH813=1. 
Did this make you think about quitting smoking? 

179 CH815 Ask if 176/CH801=1. 
During ANY visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 12 months, did you receive . . . 

A prescription for stop-smoking medication? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

180a CH817 Ask if smoking status=1-4 and 176/CH801=1. 
During ANY visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 12 months, did you receive . . . 

Pamphlets or brochures on how to quit. 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 180b/CH818. 
Otherwise, go to 181a/CH811v. 

180b CH818 Ask if 180a/CH817=1. 
Did this make you think about quitting smoking? 

181a CH811v (Derived Variable: received advice from doctor to quit, overall (incl those who did not visit the doctor)) 
181b CH813v (Derived Variable: referral from doctor to quit, overall (incl those who did not visit the doctor)) 
181c CH815v (Derived Variable: quitting RX from doctor, overall (incl those who did not visit the doctor)) 
181d CH817v (Derived Variable: pamphlet on quitting, from doctor, overall (incl those who did not visit the doctor)) 
182a CH861 Ask all. 

In the last 12 months, have you received advice or information about quitting smoking from  . . . 
Telephone or quit line services? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 182b/CH863. 
Otherwise, go to 182c/CH865. 

182b CH863 Ask if 182a/CH861=1 AND [(smoking status=1-3 and 026d/QA231v<6 months) OR (smoking status=4-5)]. 
Did this help you in your quit attempt? 

182c CH865 Ask all. 
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In the last 12 months, have you received advice or information about quitting smoking from  . . . 

The Internet. 
If response=1, go to 182d/CH867. 
Otherwise, go to 182e/CH869. 

182d CH867 Ask if 182c/CH865=1 AND [(smoking status=1-3 and 026d/QA231v<6 months) OR (smoking status=4-5)]. 
Did this help you in your quit attempt? 

182e CH869 Ask all. 
In the last 12 months, have you received advice or information about quitting smoking from  . . . 

Local stop-smoking services (such as clinics or specialists)? 
If response=1, go to 182f/CH871. 
Otherwise, go to 183/CH880. 

182f CH871 Ask if 182e/CH869=1 AND [(smoking status=1-3 and 026d/QA231v<6 months) OR (smoking status=4-5)]. 
Did this help you in your quit attempt? 

183 CH880 Ask all. 
In the last month -- that is, since [1M anchor] -- have you noticed any advertisements for stop-smoking medications? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

184a BQ111 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 
Respondent does not need to be intending to quit to respond.  Emphasize "IF" in wording. 
Read out response options. 
Now we would like to ask you some questions on any thoughts you might have had about quitting smoking. 

If you decided to give up smoking completely in the next 6 months, how sure are you that you would succeed? 
1    Not at all sure 
2    Slightly sure 
3    Moderately sure 
4    Very sure 
5    Extremely sure 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Go to 185a/BQ121. 
184b BQ116 Ask if 014/FR309v=4 or 5. 

Read out response options. 
Now we would like to ask you some questions about quitting smoking. 

You said earlier that you are currently attempting to quit. How sure are you that you will succeed in quitting smoking for 

good at this attempt? 
Go to 185b/BQ126. 

185a BQ121 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 
Read out response options. 

How easy or hard would it be for you to quit smoking if you wanted to? 
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1    Very easy 
2    Somewhat easy 
3    Neither easy nor hard 
4    Somewhat hard 
5    Very hard 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Go to 186/BQ141. 
185b BQ126 Ask if 014/FR309v=4 or 5. 

How easy or hard will it be to stay quit? 
Go to 192a/BQ201. 

186 BQ141 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 
Read out response options. 

Are you planning to quit smoking . . . 
1    Within the next month 
2    Within the next 6 months 
3    Sometime in the future, beyond 6 months 
4    Or are you not planning to quit? 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 187/BQ146. 
If response=2 or 3, go to 189/BQ153. 
If response=4, go to 188/BQ151. 
Otherwise, go to 190/BQ155. 

187 BQ146 Ask if 186/BQ141=1. 
Have you set a firm date? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

188 BQ151 Ask if 186/BQ141=4. 
Do you want to quit smoking at all? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 189/BQ153. 
Otherwise, go to 190/BQ155. 

189 BQ153 Ask if 186/BQ141=1-3 or 188/BQ151=1. 
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Read out response options. 

How much do you want to quit smoking? 
1    A little 
2    Somewhat 
3    A lot 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

190 BQ155 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 
Read out response options. 

When was the last time that you seriously thought about quitting smoking? 
1    Within the last month 
2    1 to 6 months 
3    7 to 12 months -- up to but not including 1 year 
4    1 to 5 years 
5    More than 5 years 
6    Never 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

191 BQ161 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 
One year from now, how much do you expect to be smoking, compared to now:  More than now, the same amount, less 

than now, or not smoking at all? 
1    A lot more than now 
2    A little more than now 
3    The same amount as now 
4    A little less than now 
5    A lot less than now, or 
6    Not smoking at all 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If respondent answers ‘more’ or ‘less’, prompt with 'would that be a LITTLE [more/ less] or a LOT [more/ less]?' 
192a BQ201 Ask all. 

Smoking status=1-3  AND 186/BQ141=4: 
Even though you mentioned that you are not currently planning to quit, in the past 6 months, have each of the following 

things led you to think about quitting -- not at all, somewhat, or very much? 
Smoking status=1-3  AND 186/BQ141=1-3: 
In the past 6 months, have each of the following things led you to think about quitting -- not at all, somewhat, or very much? 
Smoking status=4-5: 
To what extent, if at all, were the following reasons for your current quit attempt? 

Concern for your personal health? 
1    Not at all 
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2    Somewhat 
3    Very much 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

192b BQ203 Concern about the effect of your cigarette smoke on non-smokers? 
192c BQ207 That society disapproves of smoking? 
192d BQ209 The price of cigarettes? 
192e BQ211 Smoking restrictions at work? 
192f BQ213 Smoking restrictions in public places like [restaurants or bars/ cafes or pubs]? 
192g BQ217 Advice from a doctor, dentist, or other health professional to quit? 
192h BQ221 Free, or lower cost, stop-smoking medication? 
192i BQ223 Availability of telephone helpline/ quitline/ information line? 
192j BQ225 Advertisements or information about the health risks of smoking? 
192k BQ227 Warning labels on cigarette packages? 
192l BQ229 Setting an example for children? 
193 BQ301 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 
Smoking status=1-3:   How much do you think you would benefit from health and other gains if you were to quit smoking 

permanently in the next 6 months? 
Smoking status=4-5:   How much do you think you would benefit from health and other gains if you were to continue not 

to smoke? 
1    Not at all 
2    Slightly 
3    Moderately 
4    Very much 
5    Extremely 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

194a BQ309 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 
Read out response options. 

Still thinking about quitting permanently within the next 6 months:  If you were to quit smoking, would your ability to enjoy 

life be improved, made worse, or stay the same? 
1    Improved a lot 
2    Improved a little 
3    Stay the same 
4    Made a little worse 
5    Made much worse 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If respondent answers “improved” or “made worse”, prompt with “Would that be [improved a little/ made a little worse] or 
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[improved a lot/ made a lot worse]?” 

194b BQ311 Ask if 014/FR309v=4 or 5. 
Since you quit, has your capacity to enjoy the simple pleasures of life improved, gotten worse or stayed the same? 

1    Improved 
2    Got/ gotten worse 
3    Stayed the same 

194c BQ313 Since you quit, has your ability to calm down when you feel stressed or upset improved, gotten worse or stayed the same? 
194d BQ315 Since you quit, has your ability to control feelings like anger, grumpiness or annoyance improved, gotten worse or stayed 

the same? 
  ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE 

195 ET221 Ask all. 
Read out response options. 

Which of the following best describes smoking in your home? 
1    Smoking is allowed anywhere in your home 
2    Smoking is NEVER allowed ANYWHERE in your home 
3    Something in between 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

196 ET115 Ask all. 
Read out response options. 

How much, if at all, do you try to minimize the amount that non-smokers are exposed to your cigarette smoke? 
1    A lot 
2    Somewhat 
3    Not at all 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Accept DK without pressing for an answer.  [If smoking status=4 or 5, say]  Please answer for when you WERE smoking. 
197 ET321 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 
When you are in a car or other private vehicle with non-smokers, do you... 

1    Smoke as you normally smoke 
2    Never smoke 
3    Something in between 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

Accept "don't know" without pressing for an answer. 
198 ET421 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 
Which of the following best describes the rules about smoking in drinking establishments, bars, and pubs where you live? 

1    Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 
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2    Smoking is allowed only in some indoor areas 
3    No rules or restrictions 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

199 ET431 Ask all. 
In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M anchor] -- have you visited a drinking establishment, bar, or pub where you live 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 200/ET433. 
Otherwise, go to 203/ET521. 

200 ET433 Ask if 199/ET431=1. 
Would that be at least weekly or less often? 

1    At least weekly 
2    Less often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

201 ET434 Ask if 199/ET431=1. 
The last time you visited, were people smoking inside the pub or bar? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

202 ET438 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 199/ET431=1. 
Did you go outside for a smoke? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

203 ET521 Ask all. 
Read out response options. 

Which of the following best describes the rules about smoking in restaurants or cafés where you live? 
1    Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 
2    Smoking is allowed only in some indoor areas 
3    Smoking is allowed in all indoor areas 
4    Every restaurant, café has its own rules 
7    Not applicable 
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8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

204 ET531 Ask all. 
In the last 6 months -- since [6M Anchor] -- have you visited a restaurant or café where you live? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 205/ET533. 
Otherwise, go to 207c/ET601b. 

205 ET533 Ask if 204/ET531=1. 
Would that be at least weekly or less often? 

1    At least weekly 
2    Less often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

206 ET534 Ask if 204/ET531=1. 
The last time you visited, were people smoking inside the restaurant or café? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

207a ET540 Ask if 204/ET531=1. 
The last time you visited, was smoking restricted to a separate smokers' room? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

207b ET541 The last time you visited, was smoking restricted to certain bar areas? 
207c ET601b Ask all. 

Are you currently employed outside the home? 
If response=1, go to 208/ET621. 
Otherwise go to 210a/ET701. 

208 ET621 Ask if 207c/ET601b=1. 
Read out response options. 

Which of the following best describes the smoking policy where you work? 
1    Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 
2    Smoking is allowed only in some indoor areas 
3    Smoking is allowed in any indoor areas 
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7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

209 ET634 Ask if 207c/ET601b=1. 
In the last month, have people smoked in indoor areas where you work? 

1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

210a ET701 Ask all. 
For each of the following public places, please tell me if you think smoking should be allowed in all indoor areas, in some 

indoor areas, or not allowed indoors at all: 
Hospitals? 

1    All indoor areas 
2    Some indoor areas 
3    Not at all 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

210b ET703 Workplaces? 
210c ET705 Indoor areas of drinking establishments (e.g. pubs/ bars). 
210d ET707 Indoor areas of restaurants and cafés? 
210e ET711 And now thinking about the OUTDOOR eating areas of restaurants and cafés -- do you think that smoking should be 

allowed in all outdoor eating areas, in some outdoor eating areas, or not allowed in outdoor eating areas at all? 
1    All outdoor eating areas 
2    Some outdoor eating areas 
3    No outdoor eating areas at all 

  PSYCHOSOCIAL: BELIEFS ABOUT SMOKING, MODERATORS 
211a PS200 Ask all. 

Are you in favour of laws that would reduce the toxins in cigarette smoke? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 211b/PS202. 
Otherwise, go to 212a/PS203. 

211b PS202 Ask if 211a/PS200=1. 
Would you support laws that reduce the toxicity of cigarettes even if it made them less pleasurable to smoke? 

212a PS203 Ask all. 
Are you in favour of laws that would reduce the addictiveness of cigarettes? 

1    Yes 
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2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

If response=1, go to 212b/PS204. 
Otherwise, go to 213a/PS211. 

212b PS204 Ask if 212a/PS203=1. 
Would you support laws that reduce the addictiveness of cigarettes even if it made them less pleasurable to smoke? 

213a PS211 Ask all. 
Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the 

following statements. 
Smoking status=1-3   You enjoy smoking too much to give it up. 
Smoking status=4-5:  You enjoy smoking too much to give it up for good. 

1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

213b PS213 

(Prev. 

PS214) 

Cigarette smoke is dangerous to non-smokers. 

213c PS215 If you had to do it over again, you would not have started smoking. 
213d PS217 Smoking status=1-3:   Smoking calms you down when you are stressed or upset. 

Smoking status=4-5:   Smoking used to calm you down when you were stressed or upset. 
213e PS219 Smoking status=1-3:  You spend too much money on cigarettes. 

Smoking status=4-5:     When you were smoking, you used to spend too much money on cigarettes. 
213f PS223 Smoking status=1-3:   Smoking is an important part of your life. 

Smoking status=4-5:   Smoking was an important part of your life. 
213g PS225 Smoking status=1-3:   Smoking helps you control your weight. 

Smoking status=4-5:   Smoking helps control weight. 
213h PS227 You have strong mixed emotions both for and against smoking, all at the same time. 
213i PS229 People who are important to you believe that you should not smoke. 
213j PS231 Smoking status=1-3:   There are fewer and fewer places where you feel comfortable about smoking. 

Smoking status=4-5:   There are fewer and fewer places where you would feel comfortable about smoking. 
213k PS233 Society disapproves of smoking. 
213l PS239 Cigarettes are less dangerous to your health than they were a year ago. 
213

m 
PS241 If a cigarette tastes lighter, it means you get less tar. 

213n PS243 The harsher the smoke feels in your throat, the more dangerous the smoke is likely to be. 
214a PS313 Ask all. 
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Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the 

following statements. 
The medical evidence that smoking is harmful is exaggerated. 

1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

214b PS315 You've got to die of something, so why not enjoy yourself and smoke. 
214c PS317 Smoking is no more risky than lots of other things that people do. 

  TOBACCO INDUSTRY 
215a IN211 Ask all. 

I am going to read you some statements about tobacco companies.  Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, 

neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the following statements. 
Tobacco companies should be allowed to advertise and promote cigarettes as they please. 

1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

215b IN213 Tobacco products should be more tightly regulated. 
215c IN217 Tobacco companies should take responsibility for the harm caused by smoking. 
215d IN311 The government should do more to tackle the harm done by smoking. 

  PERCEIVED RISK 
216 PR221 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

Read out response options. 
Let's say that you continue to smoke the amount you do now.  How would you compare your own chance of getting heart 

disease in the future to the chance of a nonsmoker?   Would you say that you are ... 
1    Much more likely to get heart disease than a non-smoker 
2    Somewhat more likely 
3    A little more likely 
4    Just as likely 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

217 PR226 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 
Read out response options. 
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Let’s say that you quit smoking completely in the next 6 months. In that case, how would you compare your chance of 

getting heart disease in the future to the chance of a nonsmoker? Would you say that you would be … 
1    Much more likely to get heart disease than a non-smoker 
2    Somewhat more likely 
3    A little more likely 
4    Just as likely 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

218 PR311 Ask all. 
Read out response options. 

To what extent, if at all, has smoking damaged your health? 
1    Not at all 
2    Just a little 
3    A fair amount 
4    A great deal 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

219 PR321 Ask all. 
Read out response options. 

To what extent, if at all, has smoking lowered your quality of life? 
1    Not at all 
2    Just a little 
3    A fair amount 
4    A great deal 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

220 PR313 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 
Read out response options. 

How worried are you, if at all, that smoking WILL damage your health in the future? 
1    Not at all worried 
2    A little worried 
3    Moderately worried 
4    Very worried 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

221a PR327 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 
Read out response options. 

How worried are you, if at all, that smoking will lower your quality of life in the future? 
1    Not at all worried 
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2    A little worried 
3    Moderately worried 
4    Very worried 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

221b PR329 Ask if 014/FR309v=4 or 5. 
How worried are you that, even though you quit smoking, you will still get some smoking-related illness in the future? 

  MODERATORS 
222a DI211 Ask all. 

Now I'm going to read some statements.  For each, please indicate how much you agree or disagree with it.  Your choices are 

strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, and strongly disagree. 
You spend a lot of time thinking about how what you do today will affect your life in the future. 

1    Strongly agree 
2    Agree 
3    Neither agree nor disagree 
4    Disagree 
5    Strongly disagree 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

222b DI216 You like to explore strange places. 
222c DI221 You like to do thrilling things. 
222d DI226 You like new and exciting experiences, even if you have to break the rules. 
222e DI231 You like to be with friends who are exciting and unpredictable. 
223 DI241 Ask all. 

Of the five closest friends or acquaintances that you spend time with on a regular basis, how many of them are smokers? 
Record number between 0 and 5. 

224 DI301 Ask all. 
Read out response options. 

What is your overall opinion of smoking?  Is it . . . ? 
1    Very positive 
2    Positive 
3    Neither positive nor negative 
4    Negative 
5    Very negative 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

225a DI311 Ask all. 
I am now going to ask you a few questions about your experience of stress in the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M anchor].  

Your choices are never, almost never, sometimes, often or very often. 
How often have you felt that you were unable to control the important things in your life? 
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1    Never 
2    Almost never 
3    Sometimes 
4    Often 
5    Very often 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

225b DI326 How often have you felt difficulties were piling up so high that you could not overcome them? 
226a DI503 Ask all. 

During the last month, have you often been bothered by little interest or pleasure in doing things? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

226b DI504 During the last month, have you often been bothered by feeling down, depressed, or hopeless? 
227 DI505 Ask if 226a/DI503 or 226b/DI504=1. 

In the last year, have you been told by a doctor or other health care provider that you have depression? 
1    Yes 
2    No 
7    Not applicable 
8    Refused 
9    Don't know 

  DEMOGRAPHICS 
228a DE211wx Ask if country=CA or US. 

Which of the following categories best describes your ANNUAL household income, that is the total income before taxes, or 

gross income, of all persons in your household combined, for one year? 
01    Under $10,000 
02    $10,000-29,999 
03    $30,000-44,999 
04    $45,000-59,999 
05    $60,000-74,999 
06    $75,000-99,999 
07    $100,000-149,999 
08    $150,000 and over 
77     Not Applicable 
88     Refused 
99     Don't Know 

228b DE211y Ask if country=UK. 
01    Under £6,500 
02    £6,500-15,000 
03    £15,001-30,000 
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04    £30,001-40,000 
05    £40,001-50,000 
06    £50,001-65,000 
07    £65,001-95,000 
08    £95,001 and over 

228c DE211z Ask if country=AU. 
01    Under $10,000 
02    $10,000-29,999 
03    $30,000-44,999 
04    $45,000-59,999 
05    $60,000-74,999 
06    $75,000-99,999 
07    $100,000-149,999 
08    $150,000 and over 

 


